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B: Flow (maps, flow-charting, etc.)
C: Theories and Definitions
D: Travel Steps vs. Creative Steps







To divide into two branches or stems; fork.
Semantics:
Semantics is part of sign theory know as semiotics.
A sign is anything that conveys meaning, com
municates or persuades. For a sign to communicate,
it is necessary for the people using the sign to be
familiar with the signs meanings. When discussing
semiotics, three terms are used: Syntactics, which
is the visualgrammarbeing used as the vehicle for
communication; Semantics, which is the understood
meaning being communicated and Pragmatics, which
involves the practical considerations of how the sign is
being used.
synectics -see page 5
The Initial Intent
The cultural bifurcation of art and science in our society, and the
prevalence of advance trade schools where limited experts are ground
out of the curriculum, tend to make it difficult for technical graduates to
understand or use the esthetic qualitative mechanisms. However, as we
have observed in the case of the other mechanisms, their use can be
learned, not abstractly, but through practice. They are used apprehensively
at first, but when the student sees them work, producing rich viewpoints
which lead to a basic solution, even the apprehensive individual is willing
to use such mechanisms to an increasing
degree."
(Gordon, p.45)
The initial thesis proposal was grand in scope. I wanted
to create a methodology, a process that could assist R.I.T
students in approaching problems with a metaphorical
mindset. The metaphorical mind would be a mind that
could approach a creative problem making rich associations
and connections. Hypothetically, the person who is aware
of these metaphorical connections should be capable of
generating imagery that is rich with meaning, or semantic
content. In the original Thesis Proposal, the mission
statement:
This thesis will assist designers in improving the quality of graphic
communications by providing an interactive interface to aid in recognizing,
clarifying and implementing metaphors in the design
process.,'
reflected some of the hopes and aspirations I had for
this project. By exploring areas that use, apply or study
metaphor, such as philosophy or psychology, I hoped to
learn how the knowledge of metaphor acquired in these
fields could be integrated and/or compared with design
disciplines to facilitate the fruition of my mission statement.
Later, research, and a growing realization of the scope of the
task I had assigned myself, affected a slight change in the
direction of the thesis application. The goal of the thesis
metamorphisized into developing an application that would
reveal the diverse forms and uses of metaphor in disparate
fields of study. The original proposal was to develop a
methodology for using metaphor to generate design
solutions. In the modified proposal, I commited myself to
increasing students awareness of metaphor and to perform
further study into the use of metaphor in several areas:
psychology, philosophy, graphic design and synectics.
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By educating students about different types of metaphor,
I hoped to stimulate the use of metaphorical thinking to help
them seek creative solutions.
DictionaryDefinition ofMetaphor:
met-a-phor - n. A figure of speech in which one object
is likened to another by speaking of it as if it were that
other, as He was a lion in battle: distinguished from





- Syn. see SIMILE.
mixedmetaphor A figurative expression in which
two or more incongruous metaphors are used, as He
kept a tight rein on his boiling passions.
The feasibility of actually transforming the thought pro
cesses of students to a metaphoric mode was considered.
It was determined that any change would likely be only a
subtle shift, rather than a transformation. Therefore, it
was decided that it would be important to encourage
students to begin trying to make metaphoric connections
when they observe the world, so as to begin building upon
their understanding of metaphor.
Students are continuously exposed to rapid, ever-changing
media images; the latest
"hip"
clothes to wear, which
shoes to buy and which restaurant to patronize are typical
examples of quick media messages. Design students could
benefit by realizing and understanding the metaphoric con
nections that become apparent in such advertising, as well
as in everyday life. Every day, 'we live by interpreting signs,
by discovering parts of what some of them mean; how
many types of their meaningful connections do we find?
The questions matter, because our intelligence depends on
such discoveries."(Scottp.260) So, in the final analysis, there
are actually several objectives to this thesis:
1) To assist students in beginning to understand and
recognize metaphor
2) To demonstrate how metaphors are used, and ways
of analyzing their use.
3) To educate students about the multi-disciplinary
theories and applications of metaphor
Analysis of Problem
There are certain assumptions that were made at the
onset of this project. Graphic design currently makes use
of certain brainstorming techniques. For example, mind-
mapping, making lists, flow-charting and metaphoric
comparisons, are commonly used. Likewise, metaphor
is also used in literature, philosophy and psychology as
a means of comparison, expression and creativity. A
methodology known as synectics uses metaphor, both as
a tool for understanding the theory of creativity, and in the




'Plato in the Phaedrus had insisted that every artistic
composition, whether in prose or verse, should have an
organic unity. "You will allow that every discourse ought
to be constructed like a living organism, having its own
body and head and feet; itmust havemiddle and
extremities, drawn in a manner agreeable to one
another and to the whole.
'
This 'idea may be said to be at the basis ofAristotle 's
whole poetic criticism. A work then ofpoetic art, as he
(Aristotle) conceives it, while itmanifests the universal
is yet a concrete and individual reality, a coherent whole,
animated by a living principle or by something which is
at least the counterpart of life-and framed according to
the laws of organic beauty. The artistic product is not
indeed in a literal sense alive; for life or soul is in
Aristotle the result of the proper form being impressed
upon the propermatter.
Now, in art the matter depends on the choice of the
artist; it has no necessary relation to the form which is
impressed on it. That form it passively receives, but it
is not thereby endowed with any active principle of life
or movement. The form or essence lives truly only in
the mind of the artist who conceived the work, and it is
in thought alone that it is transferred to the deadmatter
with which it has no natural affinity. The artist, or the
spectator who has entered into the artist's thought, by
a mental act lends life to the artistic creation; he speaks,
he thinks of it as a thing of life; but it has no inherent
principle ofmovement; it is in truth not alive but merely
the semblance of a living
reality.'
(Butcher, pp. 189-190)
To fulfil the first objective of the thesis, it was necessary to
fulfill the second objective first. By studying examples of
metaphor use and theory from psychology, philosophy,
synectics and graphic design, students could expand upon
their understanding and recognition of metaphor.
An example of how metaphor is used to create unique
experiences and images in the viewer's or listeners
mind can be found in several disciplines as poetic truth.
In laymen's terms, poetic truth can be thought of as the
underlying meaning of an object, process or condition.
The connection the metaphor creates need not be literal.
For example, Joseph Campbell, in The Inner Reaches of
Outer Space, makes use of both figurative and literal
metaphor in a practical application. He discusses the
significance and origins of the symbolism contained within
the imagery on the reverse side of a United States one
dollar bill. (The Great Seal of the United States).
The Eye of the Holy Spirit, here shown at the summit of a Pyramid
of Creation, is a counterpart of the Eye of Vishnu mentioned in the Indian
tale of "Humbling of
Indra"
(p.51). One may think of it as connoting,
metaphorically, that mysterious
"impulse"
out of which the Big Bang of
creaton sent flying into distances that are still receding in expanding space,
earth as stars, constellations, and a Milky Way of unnumberable points of
light ...
The present pyramid is not however, of that first creation, but of a
second, a "new order of the
world"
(novus ordo seclorum), represented here




This is a Psychology definition forwhen two or more
objects, processes or conditions are compared in such
a way that the elements combine to become more
than either was before.
SymbolicMetaphoricMode:
This is a Psychology definition which states that this
mode exists whenever a symbol, whether abstract
or visual is substituted for some object, process or
condition, it has 2 sub-categories; Abstract symbols
and visual symbols.
Campbell's first paragraph above contains a figurative,
metaphorical comparison. Humanistic Psychologist, Bob
Samples, might classify the metaphor as a Synergic-
Comparative metaphor. Campbell is comparing the shin
ing beams of radiance or light that emanate from the pyr
amid to the Eye of Vishnu and the dynamism of the Big
Bang. The metaphors create startling imagery in the mind's
eye. Whereas the second paragraph is mundane in compari
son; the 13 levels of the pyramid are simply symbolic for the
original 1 3 states. Samples would classify this as a Visual,
Symbolicmetaphor.
By deliberately and appropriately using metaphor, designers
can implement imagery and text that contains tremendous
depth and meaning. The audience of the metaphorical
creation, assuming they possess the same cultural codes
with the metaphor being used, should be able to make
Jeff S. Arbegast
May 1993
conscious and/or subconscious associations with the
imagery. This type of communication conveys information
on a level of shared, human understanding. Adolf Bastian, 'a
medical man, world traveler, and leading ethnologist of the
last
century"









the differing manners of their representation, interpretation, and application
in the arts and customs, mythologies and theologies, of the peoples of
this single planet...A number of leading psychologists of the past century
addressed themselves to the analysis of these universals, of whom Carl G.
Jung (1875-1 961). .was the most illuminating. The same mythic motifs that
Bastian had termed 'elementary
ideas,"
Jung called "archetypes of the
collective
unconscious,"
transferring emphasis, thereby, from the mental
sphere of rational ideation to the obscure subliminal abysm out of which
dreams
arise."
(Campbell, p. 1 1)
Collective Unconscious:
'...there exists a second psychic system of a
collective, universal, and impersonal nature which
is identical in all individuals. This collective un
conscious does not develop indidually, but is inherited.





















Synectics is both a process and a field of study
Humanity is linked at fundamental, subconscious levels,
glimpsed by psychologists and others able to interpret
dreams. Dreams are the window to the subconscious,
and the collective unconscious. Jung's theories of the
collective unconscious are valuable to designers because the
theory proposes or postulates that "universal", metaphoric
imagery could be useful in the processes of brainstorming
and ideation. Also, being aware of the imagery of the
collective unconscious would help an individual recognize
the use of such imagery, and make appropriate associations.
Jung was researched as a psychologist with relevent
study into the area of metaphor (collective unconscious).
In this thesis, there are four fields of study that have been
researched: graphic design, psychology, philosophy and
synectics. Each of these fields has been broken down to
several individuals, and a particular area of interest or
work that they did involving metaphor in some way
(see figure f). In the next section (Process), I will describe
the research that was performed in each of these fields.
The Application section will explain the relationship this
research had to my final application, "Metaphor Vacation",
and the Evaluation section will discuss personal and external





"Designers often use idea interchangeably with words such as concept,
theme or scheme. They do not make distinctions between appetizing
delicacies and truths which have helped explain the whole of reason.
Only by recalling the word's Greek origin, where idein, to see is coupled
with the Platonic conviction that idea is the forceAruth within all creative
achievement, can we begin to have an understanding of a building's
innermost vitality. Idea has nothing to do with fashion or style. It is not
interchangeable with theme or scheme, and it is not equivalent to concept,
which deals with a generalized class of things and connotes resolution
rather than invention. And idea is much more than systematic combin
ations and artful arrangements. I believe that a real idea alters thought.
and changes human action after its
occurrence."
(Colbert,p.12)
Research Related to Synectics
Synectics:
'...from the Greek, means the joining together of
different and apparently irrelevant elements. Synectics
theory applies to the integration of diverse individuals
into a problem-stating problem-solving group. It is an
operational theory for the conscious use of the pre-
conscious psychologicalmechanisms present in man's
creative activity. The purpose of developing such a
theory is to increase the probability of success in
problem-stating, problem-solving solutions. This
increase depends on awareness of themechanisms




Synectics is not devoted to a single field or area of
study. It developed as a process for discovering the
roots of creativity. Today, people stillparticipate in
group synectic sessions.Their conversations, and there
fore their creative process, is recorded, with the hopes
of someday being able to chart how creativity works.
However, it is not just the creative research that is
important, but the process of creative thinking that has
developed from this research, which is also known
as 'Synectics'.
Fantasy Comparisons:
'...The artist must know how to transform, to
depersonalize, to hide the source of his wish. When
he is successful in so doing, and his work is accepted,
then he has accomplished through fantasy what he
could have won in no other way.
'
(Gordon,p.48)
Synectics, as a process, attempts to alter the way people
perceive and solve problems. Consider the two primary
clauses of synectics. The first is "Make the strange
familiar."
The second is "Make the familiar
strange."
By using four
different types of metaphor, people using a synectics
approach arrive at unforeseen solutions to stated problems.
Using metaphor in a creative process allows the potential
for new connections to be made. These connections
strengthen the overall verbal or visual solution of a problem
semantically. Synectics, as told by William Gordon,
encourages individuals and groups to leave linear thinking
processes and explore divergent thinking. The Synectic
process possesses four analogic thought patterns, which
are thinking methods for making metaphorical comparisons.
1. Direct comparisons: a direct comparison, such as 'clouds are
cotton".
2. Personal comparisons: these require the thinker to physically
become a part of the object, such as 'I am
dancing like a
tree."
3. Symbolic comparisons: these comparisons use symbols
or objective substitutions for objects,
processes or conditions. An equation, such
as F=ma, is an example.
4. Fantasy comparisons: make use of the theory of Sigmund
Freud, that "...creative work in general, and art
in particular, is the fulfillment of a wish
A method for creating a fantasy comparison could begin
with the question, "How do we in our wildest fantasies





After stating the problem, a group discussion
would ensue. Suggestions such as '...you wish it closed,
and invisible microbes, working for you, cross hands across
the opening and pull it
tight..."
and "...A zipper is kind of a
mechanical bug (Direct Analogy
mechanism)"
prompted a
final solution that was innovative and practical. These are
examples of how synectics classifies metaphor in the
interest of creative problem solving.
The synectics research provided an innovative process
for students to approach design problems. It encourages
people to:
1 . state a problem in a creative, different manner.
2. recognize metaphors in the process of brainstorming
3. utilize metaphoric comparisons to alter the way people think
about a product or problem
This research seemed very useful to me. Synectics already
fulfills some of the objectives that I hoped to accomplish.
I hoped that design students would learn to look at the
world in 'a creative, different
manner."
By making "the
familiar strange, and the strange
familiar,"
Synectics
provides an example of how this can be done. I incorporated
the research related to Synectics into the application to
a) provide an example of a methodology for approaching
problems in an innovative manner, and b) to show how
metaphor can be used both in theory and in application,
as seen in the case study in the HyperCard stack.
Jeff S. Arbegast
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Research Related to Psychology
Symbolic MetaphoricMode:
TheAbstract mode is considered a left hemisphere
brain activity, while the visualmode is considered right
hemisphere. This distinction relates to the quote at the
beginning of this thesis, in particular: 'The cultural
bifurcation ofart and science in our society...
'
There
is not only a cultural separation ofart and science, but
an innate anatomical one as well. This was clarified
when I learned of experiments by Norman Geschwind
with Japanese mind-stroke patients. The Japanese
have two languages: Kanji, their counterpart to Chinese
visual language, and Katakana, which is the Japanese
abstract symbol language (phonetics). Katakana
creates abstract, visual images of sounds. When these
sounds are put together, they do not represent some
thing individually, but the collection of sounds is under
stood as the label of an object, process or condition.
In Japanese-speaking people, 'left-hemisphere strokes
resulted in loss of the ability to read and write only in
the Katakana alphabet. That is, people suffering
left-
hemisphere strokes lost the ability to manipulate the
logic of the abstract symbolic alphabet. They retained





'A Synectics group had been attacking the problem
of inventing a new andpractical constant speed
mechanism: How to run a shaft at speeds varying
from four hundred to four thousand rpm so that the




Group members took turns pretending to
be the mechanism:
A: Okay I'm in the damn box. I grab the in-shaft
with one hand and grab the out-shaft with the other.
I let the in-shaft slip when I think it's going too fast
so that the out-shaft will stay constant.
B: But how do you know how fast the out-shaft is
reallygoing?
A I read a watch and count.
C: How do you feel in there?
A Well, my hands are getting... too hot to hold I guess..
at least one hand, that is.. .the one that's acting like a
clutch.. .slipping.
C: B, how about you hopping into the box.
(Gordon,p.38-39)
Humanist psychologist Bob Samples lists the different
forms, or modes of metaphor as a Hierarchy of Access.
The Hierarchy ofAccess is a formal listing of the ability of
adults to interpret metaphor in western culture. Adults of
western cultures are most easily able to understand and
use Symbolicmetaphors, but find difficulty with Inventive
metaphors. Again, there are four categories:
Hierarchy of Access:
1. Symbolic MetaphoricMode; exists whenever a symbol,
whether abstract or visual is substituted for some object,
process or condition. This category has two sub-categories:
Abstract: letters of the alphabet, numerals, math symbols and
other technical imagery
Visual: trademarks, some roadsigns, logos and many map marks,
Egyptian pictographs, native american petroglyphs, Chinese
and Japanese pictographs and ideographs.
2. Synergic - Comparative Metaphoric Mode: exists
when two or more objects, processes or conditions are
compared in such a way that the elements combine to
become more than either was before. This is sometimes
know as synergy, where the whole is greater than the sum
of its parts.This mode is external in nature (the person
creating the metaphor is detached or outside of the object.)
Anthropomorphic metaphors would fall under this category
as they are giving human characteristics to a non-living
object, process or condition, (the individual is not personally
becoming involved with the metaphor.)
3. Integrative Metaphoric Mode: occurs when physical
and psychic attributes of the person involved are extended
into direct experience with objects, processes and
conditions outside themselves. A good example of the
IntegrativeMetaphoricMode can be seen by making the
connection that this type of metaphor is similar to the way
Personal comparison metaphors work in synectics (example
in side bar). By involving themselves in the problem which
the Integrative Mode (Personal comparison), the group again
eventually arrived at an efficient solution. The essential




4. Inventive Metaphoric Mode: occurs whenever a person
creates a new level of awareness of knowing as the result
of self-initiated exploration of objects, processes, or
conditions. The new level of awareness is similar to what
Colbert was referring to when he stated "...I believe that a
real idea alters thought, and changes human action after its
occurrence."
An inventive metaphor is so original and unique
that it changes the way we perceive the world. Examples
could be scientific insights in the nature of light; as in "light
is a wave". This metaphor was both extraordinarily helpful,
and yet harmful as well. The original scientist who
postulated light acting as a wave, took the metaphor too
far and stated there must be a medium for the wave to
travel through, such as ether. Light actually travels through
a vacuum, so the metaphor was useful, but not a completely
accurate one.
New products or advertisements could act as inventive
metaphors, if the reasoning and research into the metaphor
was sufficient. An advertisement of such nature would not
so much sell a product, as raise the level of awareness of
some product, process or condition of the viewer. I believe
it should be the goal of every designer to strive for such
quality communication. However, as I mentioned earlier,
this type of metaphor is the most difficult to achieve and
understand in western culture. Such an application, if
successful, would probably only be understood by a limited
audience, although it is probably easier to recognize such a





'Every dream is an attempt to put aside disturbance of





Freudian dream theory postulates that dreams are the
"guardians of
sleep."
Freud believed that the unconscious
mind creates dreams during sleep to satisfy it's desire to
remain sleeping. It is the imagery created in dreams that I
found to be useful for this thesis. I presented Freud's dream
theory in the application so that the users of the stack would
be aware of possibility that the graphic imagery they create
could have more meanings/ interpretations than they
immediately realize.
Formation ofDreams:
Dreams may be provoked in two different ways:
1. An instinctual impulse which is as a rule
suppressed (i.e., an unconscious wish) finds
expression during sleep.
2. A desire left over from waking life obtains
reinforcements during sleep from an
unconscious element.
Dreams therefore may arise from the id or the ego
(Freud, 1940).
conscious
merely the layman's understanding of consciousness
preconscious
capable ofbecoming conscious (fairly easily)
unconsious
otherpsychical processes andpsychical material
which have no...easy access to becoming conscious




Freud stated that dreams occur when:
"A relaxation of resistances...,with a consequent pushing forward of
unconscious material, takes place regularly in the state of sleep, and
thus brings about a necessary precondition for the construction of
dreams."
(Freud, p. 33)
There are certain terms that must be clarified when speaking
about Freudian dream theory:
1. Manifest dream material:
The overt dream content as remembered by the dreamer
2. Latent dream thought:
The processes concealed behind the manifest dream material.
3. Dream-work:
The process by which the manifest dream material is derived
from the latent dream thoughts.
a. Condensation: the formation of unities from things which we
keep separate in ourwaking thoughts
b. Displacement. The most important thing in the manifest
content may be trivial in the dream thoughts
and vice versa.
c. Thoughts are transformed into visual images (Freud, 1916).
d. Opposites. The manifest dream may express a latent dream
thought by its opposite (!). Freud tries to support
this claim by recourse to linguistic examples,
e.g. altus means high or deep, sacer means
sacred or accursed.
e. Secondary elaboration. The attempt to give a coherent overall
picture of the dream on recounting it.
4. Dream distortion: 'the study of dream-work affords us an excellent
example of theway in which unconscious material from the id forces itself
upon the ego, becomes preconscious and owing to the efforts of the ego,







The number of things which are represented
symbolically in dreams is not great. The human body
as a whole, parents, children, brothers and sisters, birth,























the sensation of flying








the experience of humanity's ancestors; archaic heritage
is the precursor to Jung's theory of archetypes
According to Freud, Dream symbols are, for the most part,
personally manifested metaphors for suppressed sexual
desires. (Freud, 1916) Freud theorized that:
1. Symbolism. Certain objects, especially sexual organs, are presented
by other objects in dreams and in primary, unconscious thought processes.
Since dream contents are primary processes symbolism can be observed




2. Dreams fulfill wishes. This part of Freudian theory can be tested, in
theory at least, by comparing the dreams of subjects whose repressed
wishes have been independently assessed. Similarly dream deprivation
would be expected to produce disorders of waking behaviour. (Kline, p. 207)
Freudian theory reveals that the human subconscious will
create symbols and metaphors during the dream state.
Freud's dream analysis is the cornerstone for much of
psychoanalytic theory.
Formation ofDreams:
1) An instinctual impulse which is ordinarily suppressed (an unconscious
wish) -the source of the dream being the id
2) "an image left over from waking life, a preconscious train of thought with
all the conflicting impulses attached to it, finds reinforcement during sleep
from an unconscious
element."
-the source of the dream being the ego
(Freud, p.39)
Function of Id in dream formation:
(a) "Memory is far more comprehensive in dreams than in waking life.
Dreams bring up recollections which the dreamer has forgotten, which
are inaccessible to him when he is
awake."
(b) "Dreams make an unrestricted use of linguistic symbols, the meaning
of which is for the most part unknown to the dreamer. Our experience,
however, enables us to confirm their sense. They probably originate from
earlier phases inthe development of
speech."
(c) Memory very often reproduces in dreams impressions from the
dreamer's early childhood of which we can definitely assert not only that
they had been forgotten but that they had become unconscious owing to
repression. That explains the help-usually indispensable-given us by dreams
in the attempts we make during the analytic treatment of neuroses to
reconstruct the dreamer's early
life."
(d) "Furthermore, dreams bring to light material which cannot have
originated either from the dreamer's adult life or from his forgotten child
hood. We are obliged to regard it as part of the archaic heritagewhich
a child brings with him into the workd, before any experience of his own,
influenced by the experiences of his
ancestors."
(Freud, p.40)
Freud's dream theory discusses the human psyche, the
"id", "ego", and "superego". The id is the location of the
unconscious activities of the brain. The ego could be





Freud believed that the sleeping ego's desire is to
maintain sleep, the ego attempts to be rid of the demand,
or instinct by satisifying it. (Freud, pp.42-43)
interaction with others). The superego is the the location
of the attributes gained from one's parents. Freud believed
that the Id taps into inherited experience, inaccessible on
a conscious level. During sleep,
'every dream that is in the process of fromation makes a demand uon the
ego-for the satisfaction of an instinct, if the dream originates from the id;
for the solution of a conflict, the removal of a doubt or the forming of an
intention, if the dream originates from a residue of preconscious activity
in waking life, (from the ego)
'
(Freud, p.42)
The fulfilling of the wish represents the actual satisfaction
of the desire. In other words, the instinct or desire has not
been truly fulfilled in reality, but has been fulfilled meta
phorically. Freud stated that the dream is the 'guardian of
sleep". (Freud, pp. 45-46) The dream attempts to satisfy
the ego's desire to remain sleeping. The id and residual
preconscious desires attempt to disrupt this sleep by
broaching their needs with the ego. The dream therefore
creates metaphoric imagery and situations attempting to
satisfy these needs. In the event that the attempt fails,
the individual might wake up. The dream, in the Freudian
sense, becomes a metaphorical guardian for a metaphorical
process.
This thesis recognizes the metaphoric process within
Freudian theory. The imagery generated by the dream could
differ in their metaphoric sense, depending on whether the
dream was initiated by the id or the preconscious. Freud
believed that if the preconscious initiated the dream, the
metaphoric imagery could be specific to recent events in
the individual's life. On the other hand, the id accesses
humanity's "archaic heritage". Freud stated that the imagery
would thus be universal, and it would be the interpreter's job
to find the connection between the universal imagery and
the individual being examined. Although I find it difficult to
place complete authority of the dream process within the
realm of Freud's theory, I do recognize the "archaic heritage".
Freud's Dream Theory can be useful for designer's when
creating graphic imagery. By keeping in mind that there is
possibly certain images that are universal to everyone,
albeit with slightly differing meanings to each, designers
can create graphic images that possess intimate meaning to
the human species. Or, designers should at least be aware
that the imagery they create could have more meanings and




might trigger some sympathetic preconscious desire in the
viewer. This is why I chose to include this theory of Freud's
within the application. It shows that there is a possibility
that the unconscious mind "rules our
sleep."
Advertising
attempts to capture the interest and attention of viewers
so as to sell a product. Some designer's may not realize
why some advertisements are more effective than others.
Certainly there are design principles that can be pointed to
and said "that is why the advertisement is more effective
...it uses this and this and this.', but if Freud's theory is
correct, then graphic imagery affects not only the conscious
mind of the viewer (who could then recognize aesthetic
design principles), it could also affect the unconscious,
where dreams are formed.







'...it is impossible to give an arbitrary (or universal) inter
pretation of any archetypes. Itmust be explained in the
manner indicated by the whole life-situation of the
particular individual to whom it relates.
'
(Jung, p.87)
'Archetypes appear in practical experience. They are,
at the same time, both images and emotions. Both




'Instincts are physiogical urges and are perceived by
the senses. But, they also manifest themselves in
fantasies and often reveal theirpresence only by
symbolic images. These manifestations are what I
call the archetypes. They are without known origin;
and they reproduce themselves in any time or in any
part of the world.
'
(Jung, p.58)
Jung's theory of archetypes was presented in the
application as an alternative to Freud's dream theory.
I personally find Jung's theory of archetypes to be more
plausible as it states a wider variety of causes for dreams,
not just sexual drives. Jung's theory of archetypes takes
Freud's theory of an 'archaic
heritage"
a step further;
Jung theorizes that dreams are humanity's attempt to
compensate for its current lack of symbolic involvement
with nature. Jung states:
"As scientific understanding has grown, so our world has become
dehumanized. Man feels himself isolated in the cosmos, because he
is no longer involved in nature and has lost his emotional "unconscious
identity"
with natural phenomena. These have slowly lost their symbolic
implications...
This enormous loss is compensated for by the symbols of our
dreams. They bring up our original nature-its instincts and peculiar thinking.
Unforunately, however, they express their contents in the language of
nature, which is strange and incomprehensible to
us."
(Jung, p.85)
In Psychological Types, Jung discusses symbol in a way that






Regard these two statements:
The concept of a symbol should in my view be strictly distinguished from
that of a sign. Symbolic and semiotic meanings are entirely different
things. ..so long as a symbol is a living thing, it is an expression for some
thing that cannot be characterized in any other or better way. The symbol
is alive only so long as it is pregnant with meaning. But once its meaning
has been born out of it, once that expression is found which formulates the
thing sought, expected, or divined even better than the hitherto accepted
symbol, then the symbol is dead, i.e., it possesses only an historical
significance. (Jung, 1971:814ff)
and:
'An expression that stands for a known thing remains a mere sign and is
never a symbol. It is, therefore, quite impossible to create a living symbol,
i.e., one that is pregnant with meaning, from known associations. Forwhat
is thus produced never contains more than was put into it. Every psychic
product, if it is the best possible expression at the moment for a fact as
yet unknown or only relatively known, may be regarded as a
symbol."
(Robertson, p. 142)
These three excerpts present a ground in which to discuss
Jung's theory of archetypes. Jung discusses symbols as as




Jung comments on how the development of consciousness
has separated humanity from nature. Primitive man, with
his rituals and mystical understanding of the world, was in
tune with nature. The consciousness that he had was able
to assimilate and participate in a metaphorical world. The
first quotation above from Jung, demonstrates how the
world truly was a metaphorical place to live. Everything had
allusions to something else. Men could speak to rocks or
animals, and believe that he was understood. The rocks,
the animals- much of the world, had symbolic/metaphoric
significance. Jung believes that this communing with
nature has been lost to modern man due to the further
development of consciousness, which Freud would call
the "ego". Mankind has separated itself from an integral
part of its nature by denying itself metaphorical meaning.
In the second and third paragraphs listed above, Jung
clarifies his point of the separation of man from nature.
Jung states that a sign represents something that is
comprehensible to humanity. A symbol goes beyond a sign.
A symbol's full meaning cannot be grasped or understood,
there is always some meaning or nuance that is yet to be
comprehended. Jung creates the metaphor of a symbol
being
"pregnant"
with meaning. If, in some manner, a
symbol should finally become understandable, or lose its
'divinity"
or incomprehensibilily, then it loses it's 'symbol
status", and becomes merely a sign; the meaning, or
'child"
has left the symbol, and the womb, or symbol, is left empty.
Jung theorized that there were three categories
for the "totality of the human
psyche."
1. the personal consciousness
2. the personal unconscious
3. the collective unconscious
Collective Unconscious: - see page 4 It is Jung's work in the area of the 'collective
unconscious"
that was relevent to this thesis. Jung
states: "The unconscious is...a static repository of personal
and collective material. ..which serves and even anticipates
the needs of
consciousness."
(Robertson, p. 94) Jung
initially defined the imagery generated by the collective
unconscious as "primordial images", and later termed the
imagery, archetypes. (Robertson, p. 101) These archetypes,
as metaphors/images for inherited tendencies,take different




Two examples ofarchetypes wouldbe:
1. Shadow
All those parts of our personal life which have been
deemed unsuitable and denied collect around a single
archetypal core. Everything we regard as bad, as 'not us',
accumulates around this center.
2. AnimalAnimus
The attributes that comprise the 'self'. As in the yin/yang
symbol, the anima/animus archetype represents the
feminine attributes within a male, and the male traits
within the female.
However, Jung stated that archetypes are 'often
misunderstood as meaning certain definite mythological
images or motifs. But these are nothing more than
conscious
representations."
(Jung, p.57) In other words,
the universal, metaphoric imagery generated by an individual
might resolve itself into an archetype which could be
thought of as similar to rituals. ( in that they are metaphors
/bran action, an event or an experience or with the
possibility ot an action, event or experience.)
Jung's theory of archetypes is relevant to this thesis in that
'archetypes"
can be thought of as an inherited pool of
tendencies and images. In dreams, people glimpse this
imagery which is spilling from the unconscious. Analyzing
and interpreting these images can lead to creative insights.
For example:
'We find this in everyday life, where dilemmas are sometimes solved by
the most surprising new propositions; many artist's, philosophers, and even
scientists owe some of their best ideas to inspirations that appear suddenly
form the unconscious. The ability to reach a rich vein of such material and
to translate it effectively into philosophy, literature, music, or scientific
discovery is one of the hallmarks of what is commonly called
genius."
(Jung, pp.25-26)
Jung clarifies this statement with several examples, one
of which is 19th century German chemist Kekule. He was
attempting to discover the molecular structure of benzene.
He had a dream where he envisioned a snake, in the shape
of a circle, biting it's own tail. Upon waking, and intro
spection, Kekule realized what the structure of benzene
was: a circular, closed carbon ring. (Jung, p. 25)
Jung's theories were presented in the application because
some designers might think the distinction between the
sign/symbol to be irrelevant. Jung would not. It is important
for distinctions to be made between the variety of graphic
imagery being created, if only for theoretical reasons.
According to Jung, designers should understand that a
symbol is difficult to create, for the symbol's full meaning
can never be grasped. If Jung's theory were to be trans
lated into design, then most of the
'symbols'
that designers
create are actually "signs".
Graphic designers, when creating logos, identity-marks, etc.,
attempt to create a mark that effectively communicates






in this case, not a 'symbol". A "symbol", by definition,
possesses too many innuendos and shades of meaning
to be effective as a direct mode of communication, unless




Also, the application emphasizes that designers should keep





might evoke strong reactions
from viewers on an unconscious level. In the case of a
commercial product, a designer attempts to create
advertisements and imagery that will cause the viewer
to remember and desire the product. If Jung's theory of
"archetypes"
is correct, then an advertisement that tapped
into the "archetypal
imagery"
might prompt a response from
the viewer's unconscious. A consumer might then desire/
remember a product because of an internal, unconscious





'Only after discussing the problems of imitation, play,
and unconscious symbolic thought can we then. ..place
within the whole structure the beginnings of cognitive
representation and draw the resulting conclusions as to





'Any representational cognition (the term being
taken in the broad sense of "thought", as opposed to
sensorimotor or perceptual cognition) presupposes
the bringing into play of some symbolic function.
It would be preferable to describe this function as




symbolizer and symbolized), individual
'symbols'
(symbolic play, dream, etc.) and social symbols.
Without this semiotic function thought could not be
formulated, and consequently could not be expressed
intelligibly either to others or to oneself (internal
language, etc.) (Piaget, pp. 379-380)
'Only after discussing the problems of imitation, play,
and unconscious symbolic thought can we then. ..place
within the whole structure the beginnings of cognitive
representation and draw the resulting conclusions as to





One of the objectives of the application is to present
information from various fields that pertain to metaphor.
The psychology section of the HyperCard stack was included
for two reasons. The first reason is that the theories that are
presented show how the human mind might work when it
uses or processes imagery. As designers are concerned
with imagery and how an audience will interpret imagery,
becoming aware of these theories could be useful.
I chose to include research related to Piaget's theory of a
child's use of imagery as part of the semiotic function.
Piaget theorizes that a child viewing an image, stores the
representation of the image symbolically in his/her memory.
The image is not stored literally (the image is not
'seen"
continually in the memory, like a photograph), rather, Piaget
believes that the image is reconstructed according to the
child's current level of understanding the world. The image
can later be
"recalled"
(if the child is asked to draw what
was viewed, for example), but the image will have varied
according to whatever interpretations/limitations the child's
unconscious mind placed on the image when "storing
it."
Despite the variance, or maybe because of it, Piaget
theorized that the viewed image becomes an essential
part of thinking, as it is an essential part of the semiotic
function. Piaget stated:
"...Are these concepts pure concepts? Or do they not rather derive from
those forms of thought, so illuminating from the psychological and sociolog
ical viewpoint, which combine images and concepts, and which one can
group under the generic term of symbolic
thought?"
(Piaget, pp.379-383)
"Words, then, merely designate conceptual articulations; and if they are
used to describe a given object such as a square, they can designate it
only as a conjunction of certain conceptual relations. The image, on the
other hand, designates the object itself with its particular perceptual details




"...graphic expression, which of course is far superior (than language), but
in any case belongs to the image category. But it is entirely indispensable
to conserve a part of past experience in the memory, so that it can be
drawn on as required for multiple purposes of adaptation. It is clear,
therefore, that if one wishes to evoke in thought some past perception,
it is necessary to supplement the verbal sign system with a system of
imaginal symbols. Without some semiotic means it would be impossible
to think at all. The image, then, is a symbol in that it constitutes the







The above quotations from Mental Imagery in the Child by
Jean Piaget and Barbel Inhelder, allude that mental images
are required for effective communication.
Piaget is making his case for mental imagery being a
mandatory aspect of the cognitive process. Language
alone will not suffice to convey meaning from one individual
to another. He states that "without some semiotic means
it would be impossible to think at all.", which is obvious.
Without some means of interpretation and rendering
sensible the input people receive from their internal and
external processes, people would not possess a conscious
ness. There would be no discriminating semiotic functions
ocurring to digest and initiate intelligible communication.
Piaget states that associationists have opposed this theory.
They believe that "the image is a simple prolongation of
perception."
(Piaget, p.381) Piaget negates this statement
by testing with children. In this case: "(1 ) the subject is not
conscious of handling a symbol when he "looks af an inter
nal image, and (2) this image is frequently very accurate,
whereas a symbol merely represents the thing
symbolized"
(cf. Freudian symbols). Piaget then, believes that the
'mental
image"
is a metaphorical process 'necessary in
order to evoke and think what has been
perceived."
The
human mind constructs symbolic imagery to represent a




Piaget's theory of "mental
imagery"
was included in the
application to show how a cognitive psychologist uses
metaphor in theory. Also, by presenting this theory, I hoped
to make the users of the application aware that a child could
interpret an image much differently than adults, or even
other children. The human mind metaphorically stores and
recalls images; remembered imagery is not a 'photographic
snap-shot."





Research Related to Philosophy
The Dictionary of Philosophy lists the following
definition of metaphor:
METAPHOR, (alienation, transference, imagery):
The use of a term in the broader sense, in as far as it is applied by
comparison to other things than according to its strict linguistic
meaning. E.g. Clemenceau was the political
"tiger"
of the first World War.
The Encyclopedia of Philosophy illustrates this elusive
definition when it states
'Metaphor is a linguistic phenomenon of peculiar philosophical interest
and importance because its use in various domains raises puzzling
questions about the nature and limits of language and
knowledge."
(Edwards,p.284)
The Encyclopedia then limits its exploration of metaphor
to "...cognitive aspects of metaphor, that is, problems about
its functions in the acquisition and communication of
knowledge."
(Edwards,p.284) Therefore, brief descriptions





1. To set free; rescue. 2. To save from sin.
3. Tomake up for
redemption 1. The act of redeeming
Friedrich Nietzsche
In the following five statements, Nietzsche puts forward
some of the ways in which art is not to be seen, but how or
what art is. These statements on art become more than
merely Nietzsche's opinion of art, but a commentary on
what Nietzsche perceives as the superior, the quality, the





is seen by Nietzsche as
"the man of knowledge", "the man of action", and
"the sufferer"; in otherwords, himself.
'Art and nothing but art! It is the great means of making life possible, the
great seduction to life, the great stimulant of life.
Art as the only superior counterforce to all will to denial of life, as that which
is anti-Christian, anti-Buddhist, antinihilist par excellence.
Art as the redemption of the man of knowledge- of those who see the
terrifying and questionable character of existence, who want to see it,
the men of tragic knowledge.
Art as the redemption of the man of action-oi those who not only see the
terrifying and questionable character of existence, who want to see it, the
men of tragic knowledge.
Art as the redemtion of the sufferer-as the way to states in which suffering
is willed, transfigured, deified, where suffering is a form of great
delight."
(Nietzsche, p.452)
I initially assumed that Nietzsche was commenting on
the act of creating art as the redeeming aspect of humity.
However, I came to see the error of this belief. Apparently
these statements were not intended for the benefit of
humanity. Rather, Nietzsche was twisting the meaning
of redemption (from religious doctrine) into an artistic
construct from which he could glorify himself. Thus,
redemption becomes symbolic for a "divine", artistic
salvation, rather than a religious salvation. Nietzche is
proposing that the elitest man (himself, for one) can





"Art", however, is not intended as fine art, but rather as
any superior, creative and intellectual activity. Nietzsche
therefore removes any need for a deity of any type as the
elitest man can achieve redemption through his own efforts.





'One will see that in this book pessimism, or to speak more clearly, nihilism,
counts as
'truth.'
But truth does not count as the supreme value, even less
as the supreme power. The will to appearance, to illusion, to deception,
to becoming and change (to objectified deception) here counts as more
profound, primeval,
'metaphysical"
than the will to truth, to reality, to mere
appearance."
(Nietzsche, pp. 452-453)






('elitest, superior man), is a being participating
in the 'supreme power", which is "worth more than
truth"
because "art is life's metaphysical activity.'; the act of
creating art is metaphorical for deifying oneself. The
"artist"
is superior to lesser abstractions, such as "truth", or "God".
These "five statements on art", really have nothing to do with
art, and everything to do with Nietzsche. Nietzsche is using
the creative act of
"art"
as a metaphor for the 'great means
of making life
possible"
in his life; it is his redemption.
"Art*
was metaphorical for the superior creative activity of
man. (and therefore, only a few, elitest men are capable of
it).
"Redemption"
was metaphorical for a form of personal
deification, in an artistic sense, denying any deity a
participating role in the redemptive act. I originally
mistook Nietzsche's statements as affirming any artist's
work, and that is how it was presented in the application.
A later modification to the application would correct this
misunderstanding.
My research on Nietzsche's five statements led to some
observcations about the nature of metaphor. Metaphor is
used by humanity everywhere in every observation. Time
is a metaphor. Money is a metaphor. A lifetime is a meta
phor. Nietzsche placed metaphor/art as more powerful
than
"truth"
because of its universal nature of representation
and allusion. If everything can represent something else,
then there is no universal "truth", merely what people
may choose to be their "truth".
"Truth"
is therefore
subjective. Metaphor is greather than
"truth"
because
metaphor encompasses the reality of appearance,





Aristotle stated that "Art imitates nature", and this phrase
has "been repeated and has passed current as a summary
of the Aristotelian doctrine of fine
art."
(Butcher, p.1 16)
"...nature in Aristotle is not the outward world of created things; it is the





in the popular acceptation of
the phrase, is not for Aristotle the function of fine art. The
actual objects of aestethic imitation are
threefold:"
(Butcher, p. 122-123)
1. characteristic moral qualities, the permanent dispositions of the mind,
which reveal a certain condition of the will
2. transient emotions, the passing moods of feeling
3. actions in their proper and inward sense. ..an inward process, a psychical
energy working outwards; deeds; incidents, events, situations, being
included under it so far as these spring from an inward act of will, or
elicit some activity of thought or
feeling."
(Butcher, p.1 23)
Therefore, "the common original, then, from which all the
arts draw is human life, - its mental processes, its spiritual
movements, its outward acts issuing from deeper sources;
in a word, all that constitutes the inward and essential
activity of the soul. On this principle landscape and animals
are not ranked among the objects of aesthetic imitation.




"A work of art is an idealised representation of human life-of character,
emotion, action-under forms manifest to sense
'Imitation,'
in the sense in
which Aristotle applies the word to poetry, is thus seen to be equivalent to
'producing'
or 'creating according to a true
idea,'
which forms part of the
definition of art in
general."
(Butcher, p. 153)
I travelled a twisting path of thought to how this statement
should be correctly interpreted or used. My first assumption
(incorrectly) was that Aristotle meant something similar to
"Art is like nature", from which I could extract somehow that
"Art is
nature"
Then I realized that I was approaching the
problem from the wrong end. Aristotle states that art does
not imitate nature, but the three objects that he lists.
Therefore, nature is being used as a metaphor for the
representation of human life; of character, emotion and




This discourse was included in the application as a
demonstration of how philosophy makes use of metaphor,
and how the metaphor can sometimes be miscontstrued.
The discourse was also presented in the hope that
designers would realize that the same misconceptions
can occur with a metaphor used in graphic imagery. It is
important to choose a metaphor that the audience will
interpret in the manner that is intended. To insure correct
interpretation, it becomes necessary to use clear wording/
imagery. For example, the misunderstanding of Aristotle's
statement "Art imitates
nature"
could have been avoided if






When is Art? Nelson Goodman presents five symptoms of
the aesthetic as an indication of when a work of art is indeed
functioning as a work of art: (Goodman,pp.67-68)
1. syntactic density, where the finest differences in certain respects
constitute a difference between symbols-for example, an ungraduated
mercury thermometer as contrasted with an electronic digital-read-out
instrument.
2. semantic density, where symbols are provided for things distinguished
by the finest differences in certain respects- for example, not only the
ungraduated thermometer again but also ordinary English, though it is
not syntactically dense
3. relative repleteness, where comparatively many aspects of a symbol
are significant -for example, a single-line drawing of a mountain by Hokusai
where every feature of shape, line, thickness, etc. counts, in contrast with
perhaps the same line as a chart of daily stockmarket averages, where all
that counts is the height of the line above the base
4. exemplification, where a symbol, whether or not it denotes, symbolizes
by serving as a sample of properties it literally or metaphorically possesses
5. multiple and complex reference, where a symbol performs several
integrated and interacting referential functions, some direct and some
mediated through other symbols.
Goodman poses the question of "What is
art?"
He responds
by saying that it is an incorrect question. "When is
art?"
is a more appropriate question. He states that this is
determined by the symbolic function of a work of art.
"...that whether an object is art-or a chair-depends upon intent or upon
whether it sometimes or usually or always or exclusively functions as
such.. .A salient feature of symbolization, I have urged, is that it may come




A couple useful deductions might be made from Goodman's
symptoms. If a symbol can possess metaphorical qualities,
as indicated in symptom four, then the metaphor might also
be subject to the symbolic function of a work of art. In other
words, the salient features of metaphors in works of art,
will fluctuate depending upon the context in which they are
presented. An object may serve as a sample of properties it
metaphorically possesses to different things at different
times. It becomes paramount, therefore, to ensure that the
viewer of the work of art is aware of the salient features




The application presents Goodman's theory in the hope
that designers, as visual communicators, should become
especially aware of this. Graphic imagery might have
some specific meaning in a given location, or context of
being viewed. If the context or locale is changed, does
the imagery, whether it be an identity-mark, or an
advertisement, convey a different message to the viewer?
Cultural differences would be an obvious example of how a
graphic image's meaning might change in a different locale/
context. For example, a white image in western culture
might exemplify life and rebirth, whereas in some eastern
cultures, white represents death and mourning.
Also,
"exemplification"
was focused on in the application
as it brings up an interesting point for designers: When
could a graphic image exemplify certain attributes that
the designer intended, and when could it exemplify
other attributes? Designers should be aware that the
context in which image is displayed (such as a country,
a location, a magazine, etc.) could alter the qualities that
are communicated to a viewer. An example of under
estimating exemplification would be with the
"Nova-
automobile advertisements in South America. In this
case,
"Nova"
exemplified speed, power, etc. as in super
nova (an exploding star). However, in South America,
the Spanish language is used, not english. The
difference in culture, and language, in the context
relating it to an automobile, caused the name
"Nova"
to
be interpreted as "No va", or "No
go."
Needless to say,
the vehicle did not sell well.
25
Ideation
When deciding which medium would be most appropriate
for the final application, HyperCard seemed an appropriate
choice. An interactive-media program would be ideal for
involving a predominantly media-oriented audience.
I believed that undergraduate students would be easily
able to identify with the computerA/ideo format.
HyperCard would afford me with:
Expansion of the Benefits ofHyperCard:
1. HyperCard is designed to involve the user of a
'stack', or a collection of index cards (itselfan abstract
and visual symbolic metaphor), to interact with it.
2. HyperCard is flexible enough to support scanned
black and white and color imagery. Movie clips and
animations can also be displayed. Recorded sound
effects and voice overs are also possible.
3. HyperCard is a video media. Students raised in
western culture, specifically american culture, are
comfortable with the HyperCard format.
1) the capability of audience involvement and interaction
2) the ability to incorporate sounds and imagery
3) the means to provide a learning experience for students
Informational posters were briefly considered as a possible
alternative to the HyperCard Stack, but were found deficient
in their ability to appeal as well to a young, media oriented
audience. HyperCard provided an inviting, participatory
medium for students to interact with.
Deciding on HyperCard as the medium for the
application, I then considered which metaphoric vehicle
could best suit my purposes. Since the intent of the
application is to educate and expand the understanding
of students about metaphor, I thought it prudent to use a
metaphor as a working example within the stack itself.
One of the first possibilities I explored was using a farm as
a metaphor for a creative process. For example, the barn
would be the center point of focus. Different planting fields
would represent "Different
fields"
such as philosphy, etc.
The user of the stack would be the farmer that would visit
his fields, then go to the market when he had a productive
crop, or creative work. The evaluation could be based upon
selling the crop at the market and returning to the farm for
sowing new crops (revisions and further knowledge). This
could have been a strong metaphor for the stack, but was
determined inappropriate for an urban center of learning.
Other metaphors were also considered as possible
comparisons with the creative process, such as the
functioning process of an automobile, the process of
attending college and graduating, the functioning conditions
of a city or factory and finally the process of going on a
voyage, or taking a vacation. I decided on the vacation as
an appropriate metaphor for a college audience. Almost
everyone likes to take a vacation. Students are used to




OriginalProcess Notes on Vacation Steps:





travelling to airport - research
- first step on actualjourney b. ticket
- requires money - progress
- transportation - green light
- destination - confirmation
- committed to goal
- need recognized
b. Parking Lot c. arrival/depart, monitor
- temp, rest stop - time table
block to objective - on schedule?
- cross to next goal - workable objectives?
- how best to proceed? d. waiting area
c. < Shuttlebus >
- time-outs
- on track again - rest breaks
-
moving - focus
- transported - personal evaluation
- carried - review
- relocated - introspection
- vehicle
e. restaurant
- automated - satisfies need









- beginning h. platforms
-






S. Return Trip (etc)
I hoped students would have positive associatons with
this metaphor. I proceeded to analyze the process of
going on a vacation. I asked myself such questions as
"How could luggage be compared to a stage in the creative
process?"
or "How could flying be compared to a
stage?"
Luggage eventually became a metaphor for the knowledge
or research accumulated during ideation. After breaking
down the process of going on such a vacation, I determined
that there were five stages that were most relevant.
Appendix D shows how the steps of travelling relate
metaphorically to a creative process.
Having decided upon the metaphoric vehicle, and its
relationship to the creative process, it became apparent
how the stack design could be modeled upon the
metaphor of a vacation. I began the stack design by
creating a map that would provide underlying structure.
(see appendix E) Initially, the sections of the stack were
different than the five steps of the Travel process. It did not
occur to me until later that a more elegant solution to the
organization problem would be to use the metaphoric steps
as the actual headings for the stack. Initially, however, the
headings were: Introduction, Contents of Pathways, By
Type ofMetaphor, Tutorial, Instructional, Case Studies
and History ofMetaphor.lr\\s organization was clumsy
and failed to communicate vacation as a metaphor for
the creative process.






These final five headings were different than the previous
headings (seen in left margin), in that they simplified the
process, and were more specific in their metaphoric
meaning, (i.e, Reminiscing about a vacation = evaluation,
vs. Return Trip = evaluation) This accomplished two tasks:
First, it communicated the metaphoric vehicle on an easily
understood level. Second, it presented me with an
organization method for the stack. I wanted to communicate
to the audience that the metaphor that was developed for
the application strengthened both the structure and the





Research: The Creative Process
The creative process, as proposed by Kromberg, contains
seven steps. Obviously, the number of steps in any creative
process will change from individual to individua. For the
purposes of my application, only five steps
("steps"
being
metaphorical for all of the processes the individual
undertakes in a given series or sequence) were necessary,
these five steps were:
1. Accept Situation and Analysis
These steps are the initial intentions of a creative project,
accepting them, and becoming familiar with the problem.
2. Define and Ideate
These steps are clarifying issues and searching
for alternatives
3. Select
This step is choosing one of the alternatives presented.
4. Implement
This step is working towards an application.
5. Evaluate
This step is determining the meaning, progress or value
from the entire process.
Accept Situation:
Defining and understanding the nature of the problem
Analyse andDefining:
Systematic Inquiry - Discover facts or relationships
thatmay aid in solving the problem.
The steps in the creative process, Accept Situation
andAnalyse and Defining, are the stages that deal with
becoming familiar with definitions, concepts and goals
previously unknown. These steps are equated with
Home and Airport, in the travel process.
The Travel Process
1. Home
The first part of the stack, Home, became devoted to
explaining the purpose of the stack and how to operate
the stack on a basic level. Some examples of psychological
types of metaphor are also demonstrated, (see appendix E)
2. Airport
The Airport step affords the user the ability to look for
definitions and clarification of topics. The Airport step
affords the user with a place to retreat to for a clear




and Philosophy that help explain the respective
fields'
(or
process) use or explanation of metaphor. The first two steps
should therefore serve to introduce the users to the stack
itself and assist them in comprehending the examples and
discussions of metaphor throughout the rest of the stack.
3. Flying
The third step, Flying, is a metaphor for having decided
upon a path to follow in the creative process. A menu
appears that asks the user to select a field of study. If,
for example, Graphic Design is chosen, then the user will
be exposed to information about each of three designers:
Charles Coiner, Will Burtin andWilliam Golden.
A condensed biography is provided for each designer,
with examples of the designers work. A menu at the top
of the screen allows the user to search for four types of
metaphors. (From the Hierarchy of Access: Symbolic
Metaphoric, Synergic-Comparative, Integrative Metaphoric,
and Inventive Metaphoric) If the example of the artist's work
makes use of one of the types of metaphor then a field will
appear that reveals the metaphor being used. Also, the
Charles Coiner section has an extended analysis of
metaphoric content on the NRA's "Blue
Eagle."
This
case study is located in the Destination step, but can
also be accessed from the artist's info card.
This structure remains true for the other three disciplines
represented as well: Philosophy, Psychology and Synectics.
For each of these disciplines there is an example and/or
discussion of each author's work.
4. Destination
The Destination step for these other fields contains an
appropriate example from one author of each discipline.
The following is a compilation of the people listed in the
Flying and Destination steps:
Graphic








Will Burtin Jean Piaget Aristotle
William Golden Carl Jung Nelson Goodman






is a metaphor for the evaluation step. When
the user arrives at this card, a brief, five question evaluation
will appear, (see appendix G) The evaluation tests the suc
cess of my three objectives, (see page 2) Once the form is
filled in, the data is stored in a hidden field, where it could





Before I discuss the evaluation of the application itself,
I would like to discuss aspects of the project that surprised
or illuminated me. Initially, my perception of the project
was to 1 ) research metaphor in various fields, and 2) place
this information into a HyperCard stack in such a way that
fulfilled my objectives. I believed this would be a simple
matter of doing research and then applying it to my
application. This was not the case. Metaphor is used in
a variety of ways. Jung's discourse in Man and His Symbols
was for lack of a better word,
"exhillarating"
to read. Jung
incorporates metaphor into his discussion on the nature of
man. The development of consciousness could almost be
seen as a "fall from
grace"
My point is that the information
I was learning was not dry, stale data to be presented and
forgotten; it was important discourse to remember and
think about. Some of the students who tested the stack
became very excited, and interested in the many ways
metaphor is used. Judging from their enthusiasm, the
stack was successful in encouraging students to get
excited and involved with the application.
Also, at some point it became apparent to me how
relevant an interactive media platform is for researching,
incorporating and presenting metaphor. The manner in
which information is utilized, presented and then processed
in HyperCard is similar to the way metaphor works.
Metaphor makes connections/associations by representing
or alluding, or directing one's attention to something else.
(e.g. "The man is a lion.') Also, the interactive-media platform
(on a Macintosh) uses metaphors to facilitate it's use by
the user. (i.e. "desktop", "trash", "folders", "buttons", etc.)
The HyperCard stack, then, is presenting information about
metaphor through a metaphoric process and a metaphoric
state. The user perceives HyperCard as a set of "index
cards', or a "computer program". The process of going
through the stack is metaphorical for the way learning
occurs, how language works and how metaphor works.
This foundation of hidden metaphoric understanding eased




To reiterate my formal objectives:
1) assist students in beginning to understand and recongnize metaphor
2) demonstrate how metaphors are used and ways of analyzing their use
3) educate students about the multi-disciplinary use of metaphor
The application does assist students in beginning to under
stand and recognize metaphor, by definitions and examples.
The stack was divided into several sections which dealt
specifically with psychology, philosophy, graphic design and
synectics, and their theories and applications of metaphor.
Introducing students to these different fields of study in the
HyperCard application was successful to a point. Students
agreed they had learned something of how the fields of
philosophy, psychology, synectics and graphic design use
metaphor both in theory and application. However, some
stated that they did not feel the information was presented
in a manner that was easily accessible. Many students
passed over information that appeared too wordy, or dense.
In future attempts, I would make a conscious effort to
simplify the presentation of the theory and concepts in the
disciplines to facilitate accesibility. This would not mean a
simplification of the theories, but a restructuring of the order
and manner the information is displayed. I had recognized
that HyperCard afforded a manner in which students could
interact and participate with the application. However, I did
not take full advantage of the ways that HyperCard allows
this interaction to occur. For example, where there are
large text blocks, or scrolling fields, the text could have
been distributed over several cards, reduced, or placed in
hidden fields (only revealed, perhaps, if the user clicked on
the screen to view it).
I believe I have fulfilled the first objective (listed above). The
stack lists definitions and articles that educate students and
increase their awareness of the different uses of metaphor.
Student response to the stack has also been mostly positive.
Most answers were in the "I
agree"
category. I have printed
out the evaluation field, and placed it in appendix G.
Another aspect of the evaluation is located in the
Reminiscing part of the stack as described on page 23.
This part is a brief evaluation form of five questions that
ask the user to respond to whether or not the stack met my




hidden field, where it will grow to comprise a sizeable data
base of completed evaluations. The evaluations include the
name of the student, year of school, and responses to the
five questions listed in appendix F (ranging from an answer
of strongly agreeing to strongly disagreeing.) Over
twenty-
two students completed the evaluation. They ranged from
freshmen to graduate students. Thirteen of the twenty-two
students were graphic design majors.
Interactive applications can be tested as they are created.
People testing the stack verbalize their internal processes
as they use the interface; this is known as a Talk-Aloud-
Protocol. By observing how people interacted with the
stack, and verbalized their difficulties, I was able to
determine areas of weakness. For example, several
discoveries resulted from the Talk-Aloud-Protocols. One
of the things that needed to be changed were the small
arrows used with the directional buttons along the bottom
of the screen. The arrows were originally ornamental
elements. However, many people tried to click on these
arrows to continue, rather than the intended location.
Also, the ambiguity of the travel process as a metaphor
for the creative process was evidenced after people stated
their confusion.
Overall, the response to the stack was positive. There
was hardly any difficulty navigating the stack, and students
quickly grasped that the contents card was the central
navigation point. Also, the frequency of student response
increased when I specifically asked each student to do so.
The comments were helpful as they reinforced many of the
comments received during the Talk-Aloud-Protocols, such as
reducing the size of text blocks, and increasing the point size





A structure became apparent to me during the process
of this project. Each of the fields contributed to an aspect
of how metaphor is used. I presented this information in
the application within each of the sections. For example:
Synectics provided the user with an example of how
to approach and solve problems with metaphor. The
psychology part of the Process section presented ways
in which people cognitively process and understand
metaphor. The philosophy section demonstrated how
metaphor can be misunderstood or used incorrectly.
In the application I attempted to convey this information
so as to increase the awareness of designers about the
application and theory of metaphor. I also attempted to
illustrate how metaphor can be used in a HyperCard
application by representing the creative process with
the process of going on a vacation.
By researching other fields of study, I have observed
that metaphor can increase the speed and accuracy of
communication. It can also confuse and disorient.
Whenever designers create a graphic image such as an
identity-mark, they are creating a metaphor that represents
someone or something. Designers must take care that the
metaphor is chosen carefully and that it communicates the
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Cross-Disciplinary Use of Metaphor
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The thesis will develop a methodology
for examining cross-disciplinary usage
of metaphor through an interactive-
media program that will demonstrate
the value of metaphor for problem solv
ing in design; use of metaphor in my
thology, philosophy, and interactive-
media will be researched and shown

















This thesis will assist designers in improving the quality of
graphic communications by providing an interactive interface
to aid in recognizing, clarifying and implementing metaphors
in the design process.
Initial Assumptions:
Graphic Design currently implements certain
brainstorming techniques (i.e. mind map
ping, lists, flow-charting, etc.
Use of metaphor is currently widely used
and accepted in Literature (poetry). Phi
losophy and Mythology as a means of com
parison, expression and creativity.
Using metaphors, as demonstrated in other
disciplines, can be a valid method of prob
lem solving in graphic media for dynamic
and innovative ideas.
Importance of Study:
The direction and use of metaphors is
readily apparent in Literature as seen in
poetry. Metaphors create unique exper
iences and images in the readers/listener's
mind. It is also used in Mythology and
Religion as "poetic truth". The connection
need not be literal, but figurative.
Designers need to incorporate metaphorical
thinking in the creative process. By carefully
designing in a metaphorical manner, the
imagery discovered will have tremendous
impact and depth of meaning. The audience
will be able to make conscious/subconscious
connections with the image or text that will






| To explore the purpose, value and nature of metaphor through
contemporary,historical and cross-disciplinary research.
1. To aquire information through literary research.
2. To observe and contemplate existing data on metaphors.
1. (a) To gather books, magazines, images (research) regarding metaphors.
(b) To familiarize myself with construction, recognition, and use of metaphor
(c) To interview authors, professors, experts in fields involving metaphor
2. (a) To examine the connections of metaphor between disciplines.
(b) To analyze existing uses of metaphor and see how they can be used in methodology.
(c) To separate valuable research from chaffe.
To analyze research and to integrate material and learning into
an interactive learning tool.
1. To identity valuable research
2. To create methodology foundation for interactive program
1. (a) To discern the particular properties of successful metaphor usage.
(b) To provide examples of successful, alternate uses of metaphor
(c) To compare cross-disciplinary applications of metaphor and note (dis)similarities.
2. (a) To design the flow and logic for methodology.
(b) To assemble interactive program as medium for presentation of methodology.
(c) To incorporate imagery, video, research, etc. into application
To assist users in defining a metaphor that is appropriate to any
given problem.
1. To provide necessary vocabulary for understanding metaphors
2. To present possible presentation methods for metaphor solutions
1. (a) To provide vocabulary to understand and explain metaphorical solution
(b) To illustrate possible uses ofmetaphor in design
(c) To explain use of metaphor and to define metaphor and possible interpretations of metaphor
2. (a) To design interaction that provides a source for using existing methodologies.
(b) To use metaphors as tool for evoking defining quantities for design solutions
(c) To create reference for finding historical and contemporary metaphor resources
To help users develop and achieve communications objectives
through metaphors via the interactive methodology.
1. To facilitate use of application by designers
2. To create methodology to help designers use metaphors
1. (a) To incorporate research into system design to design easily usable application
(b) To utilize HyperCard, MacroMind and QuickTime in application as learning aids
ic) To assist users with vocabulary and basic user-skills for application
2. (a) To build methodology based on existing uses of metaphor
(b) To use design theory and research to create methodology
(c) To access cross-disciplinary data to integrate in methodology.
To evaluate the direction and success of the thesis and progress
towards a final application based on the evaluation.
1. To evaluate progress and success of thesis
2. To discern areas that need improvement and correction
1. (a) To make use of a microphone and camera to record responses of
'testers'
(b) To contact committee members and evaluate thesis work
2. (ai To watch subjects testing application and adjust work in areas of trouble








The thesis will evolve into a HyperCard application that
will be displayed on a Macintosh computer. The final
application will be viewed by the thesis committee.
No other distribution is currently planned.
Budget
Resources
Syquest Cartridges (2) $140.00
Laser Paper (Hammermill) $ 15.00
Disks (high density) $ 10.00
Manuals (HyperCard) $ 45.00






Facilities, faculty and fellow students at
the following colleges and universities:
University of Rochester
Prof. Turbayne





Nazareth College of Rochester
Prof. Donlin-Smith
Dr. Pestino
I will be making use of the Graduate Studio at R.I.T.,
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A universal relation implied when something is attrib
uted to a species as that which belongs contingently to
that species and to the individuals of that species.
the tool-making tradition associated with the hand-axe
technology; more broadly, the term
"Acheulean"
is used
for the culture of human populations in the areas where
this tool-making tradition flourished.
the process of adjustment of a species to a specific en
vironment, or a particular trait that makes a species
more suited to and successful in its environment.
(HyperCard) command brings up the Macintosh's Stan
dard GetFile dialog so that you can select the name of a
file. Optionally, the script can specify a filter so only the
names of files of a particular type (applications, stacks,
textfiles, etc.) are displayed.
the study of culture and of the processes of cultural ev
olution, using the material remains of societies.
(HyperCard) command puts up a dialog box with a
one-
line question at the top, an optional preset answer se





(HyperCard) function returns the positions of the starting
and ending of the word or group most recently clicked in
a locked field.
(HyperCard) function returns the location of the most re
cently clicked in a locked field.
(HyperCard) function returns the location of the most re
cent mouse click.
(HyperCard) is the system message that HyperCard
sends when you leave a card because of a go command.
Quit HyperCard menu choice, or because a stack was
deleted.
the study of variations among human cultures of the
present and the recent past
the system of shared meanings that people learn from
their society for use in interacting with their sur























(HyperCard) command (1) modifies the Compact Stack
menu command such that the user can modify the ef
fectiveness and efficiency of the find command by
changing the way that HyperCard stores compressed in
formation about the textual content of cards; (2) makes
HyperCard use QuickDraw instead of its own drawing
routines when it moves graphical information from an
internal buffer onto the screen in order to overcome
problems sometimes associated with third party mon
itors; and (3) temporarily halts execution of the handler
containing this command and enters the Debugger with
this command boxed.
a relation of universality in virtue of which something
one can be said ofmany that differ specifically
(HyperCard) command puts the value of any source or
expression into the variable It.
(HyperCard) keyword creates one or more global var
iables, or imports values for existing ones.
(HyperCard) property reflects whether a button appears
normal (false) or hilited (true) under a variety of condi
tions.
(HyperCard) reflects what icon (if any) HyperCard uses as
the graphic for a particular button.
(HyperCard) property reflects the language in which you
read and write scripts.
the study of the structure, use, and development of hu
man languages.
a sign or picture that represents a word
a basic unit of spoken sound
the study of the biological evolution of Homo sapiens
and of physical variations in contemporary human pop
ulations.
(HyperCard) command (actually an XCMD) displays a
black and white or color PICT or MacPaint image up to
32-bits in its own window.
(HyperCard) command sends one or a series of digitized
sounds to the Macintosh speaker (or to the sound port if
anything if plugged into it), or terminates playing sound.
a relation of universality in virtue of which something is
said of a species as belonging only, necessarily, and al













religious ceremonies involving symbolic actions and ob
jects.
a precise and systematic understanding of the natural
world and the operation of cause and effect in it
a relation of universality in virtue of which something
one can be said of many that differ only in number
a relation of universality in virtue of which something is
predicated in a way that sets one thing apart from an
other, not just as distinct in number but as different in
kind.
(HyperCard) is the system message that HyperCard
sends when the HyperCard application opens.
Syllabic writing use of pictures to represent segments of words or ideas
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Acceptance - The first step in the problem
solving process. Designer must agree
to
become engaged in the project.
Analysis - is the step in the problem
solving process in which the designer reviews
information and materials, with respect to their
nature, proportion, function, interrelationship,
etc. Analysis of data is important prior to
problem definition.
Application - Application refers to the process
ana form directed to a graphic design image
made for a specific purpose. A poster is an
example of an application in graphic design.
Code - is everything. Everything is coded in that
it conveys meaning. We express things indirectly
through signifiers (codes). We go through life
trying to uncode things.
Concept - The idea which supports a design
image and provides direction tor development
and functioning.
Evaluation - There are two techniques for
evaluation: objective
-
can be quantified with
numbers and Subjective - is qualitative. The
Objective measures 1 . Color 2. Length 3.Time
Subjective measures 1 . first formulate the
question
Gestalt -(Gregg Berryman) means that parts of
a visual image may be considered, analyzed and
evaluated as distinct components. 2. The whole
of an image is greater than and different from the
sum of its parts.
Holistic View - is a
"morphological"
approach to
graphic design methodology in which options and
directions are identified first and then the design
is determined by selecting pathways from the
options that are visible.
Implementation - Refers to a step in the problem
solving
process in which the designer begins
actual work on the project according to a
project definition and plan.
Methodology
- This refers to the process or
method by wnich a designer works. It may be
systematic, intuitive or a combination.
Methodology is also referred to as a systematic
and logical process for controlling change.
Noise - is anything that interferes with the
audiences reception and recognition of the




- Problem solving is a way of
characterizing an important role of the graphic
designer. Because of the special sensitivities
to aesthetics, information and organization, the
graphic designer brings important assets to any
team effort.
Problem solving is often seen as a process
which involves component steps such as
acceptance, analysis, definition, ideation,
selection, implementation and evaluation.
Redundancy
- is using form and organization
in ways that information is repeated, thereby
becoming more coherent. Often meanings are
used on many different levels to help ensure
understanding.
Semiotics - The theory of sign and symbol and
their function in both artificially constructed and










Semiotics - is the study of signs and sign theory.
A sign is anything that conveys meaning, it
communcates, it persuades. In graphic design
we are concerned with visual signs
- if you know
the code, it becomes a sign, therefore it has
meaning. If the physical object of the sign isn't
understood then it isn't a sign. Context or the
code or sign is very important when trying to
communicate
Signs - There are three ways to represent
signs. 1 . Iconic: likeness 2. Indexic: "points" to
something / fingerprint, smell, track 3. Symbolic:
agreed upon convention. The interpretant is the
audience. The Design is the representation or
signifier. A good design has all three types of
signifiers built in. This is the redundancy that
counters the noise. The idea or object is
what is trying to be communicated.
Synesthesia: The process in which one type of
stimulus produces a secondary, subjective
sensation, as when a color evokes a specific
smell.
Synthesis - This means the bringing together of
ideas, images or elements into an integrated
whole.
Translation - Translation refers to a type of form
study in which an object is visualized, using formal
visual language, into a new graphic entity or
essence.
Philosophy Definitions:
The following is a direct excerpt from
The Encyclopedia of Philosophy
On Metaphor:
"Metaphor is a linguistic phenomenon of peculiar
philosophical interest and importance because its use in
various domains raises puzzling questions about the nature and
limits of language and Knowledge. The study of metaphor in
its aesthetic aspects belongs to rhetoric and poetics. The
present article is limited to what may be called, in a broad
sense, the cognitive aspects of metaphor, that is, problems







applied to words, uses of words, meanings, and sentences.
For present purposes, the term
"attribution"
will be
convenient and may be allowed to include both phrases
and declarative sentences (statements). Thus, "Time is a child
at
play"
(Heraclitus) will be called a metaphorical statement,
or (equivalently) "child at
play"
will be said to have a
metaphorical sense in this context. And "the river of
time"
will be called a metaphorical phrase, or (equivalently)
"river"
will be said to have a metaphorical sense. The noun
"time"
in both these attirbutions will be called the subject in the
metaphor, and time itself will be called the subject-thing.
The metaphorical predicate or term, whether noun or
adjective, will be called the modifier. Grammar does not
always decisively indicate which is the subject and which





the (implied) subject and
(space"
is the metaphorical modifier.
Every metaphor consists or, and can be analyzed into, these
two parts. Compound metaphors may contain several pairs
of parts: for example, when Plata, in the Timaeus, writes,
"intelligence, controlling necessity, persuaded her to lead
towards the best the greater part of the thing coming into
being."
we may say that intelligence metaphorically controls
and persuades, necessity is metaphorically controlled and
persuaded, and necessity metaphorically leads; so that there





introduced by I.A. Richards in
the Philosophy of Rhetoric , Oxford, 1 936, Ch. 5, are
not adopted, because of their tendency to vary in sense.)
By common definition, and by etymology, a
metaphor is a transfer of meaning, both in intension
and extension. The metaphorical modifier acquires a special




means something different from what it
means in its usual contexts.); and it is applied to entities
different from those it usually applies to, in any of its normal
senses. Both of these features of metaphor have long been
recognized, and some attempts have been made to explain
them. The problem is to understand how that radical shift of
intention comes about; how we know that the modifier is to
be taken metaphorically,- and how we construe or explicate
its meaning correctly. The answers to these questions, and
others are in some dispute, and no fully satisfactory theory
has been devised.
Philosophy Definitions:
The following is a direct excerpt from







An adequate theory of metaphor must explain the two
properties or metaphor that are generally acknowledged to
be most fundamental. First, a metaphorical attribution differs
from a literal one by virtue of a certain tension between the
subject and the modifier, we are alerted by something special,
odd, and startling in the combination. Metaphor is a species
of what Paul Zifrhas termed "deviant
discourse,"
in Semantic
Analysis (Ithaca, N.Y., 1960, Ch. 1). This tension, difficult to
describe and analyze, is present in the phrase "logical
space"
but not in "Minkowsky space.
"
Where it is very weak, we
are on or near the imprecise border between metaphorical
and literal attributions. Second, a metaphorical attribution is
not
merely an odd conjunction,
for it is intelligible. In nonsense
combinations, the oddity is there, but the opening-up of






nonsensical, because both of these term are so basic and





will serve as examples of nonsense combinations.
Emotive Theory
One conceivable theory of metaphor, which has been
broached, although never very thoroughly worked out, is
the Emotive Theory. A number of philosophers, including
some inclined toward logical positivism, have suspected that
metaphorical statements are not capable of verification and
hence, by their criterion, not genuinely meaningful. The
nonsense examples above show that individually meaningul
words can be combined into expressions that are not
meaningful as a whole. The Emotivist suggests that the
difference between acceptable and unacceptable deviant
discourse ("the abating shadow of our conscript
dust"
versus
Bosanquet's remark that "when the Absolute falls into the
water, it becomes a fish") is that the former, but not the
latter, somehow acquires a powerful emotive meaning in the
process of relinquishing its cognitive, or descriptive, meaning.
But since it is evident that metaphors do in fact differ
cognitively from nonsense phrases, and since the Emotive
Theorists do not explain how emotive meaning can rise out
of the ruins of cognitive meaning, this theory does not seem
very promising.
Comparison Theory
A second theory apparently fails for the opposite reason:
it accounts for the intelligibility, but not for the tension, of
metaphor. This proposaigoes back to Aristotle, who
suggested (Rhetoric, lll,iv. 1 -3;cf. x) that "the simile also is
a metaphor; the difference is but
slight."
A metaphor, in this





has been omitted, for convenience
or for heightened interest. Thus, Heraclitus meant that time
is like a child at play; our problem in graspinghis meaning, is
to see how these two thing might be alike. This Comparison
Theory evidently makes tne metaphorical attribution
intelligible, but it has difficulties in explaining what is so special






and explain the tension in terms of remoteness: the tension is
present when time is compared to a river or to a child at play
(or when Berg son says that "real duration is that duration
which gnaws on things, and leaves on them the mark of its
tooth"), but absent when time is compared with space. The
criteria of remoteness hove not proved easy to provide.
Information Theory
A second possibility is to measure the degree of
metaphoricalness (so to speak) as the inverse of relative
frequency, as in Information Theory. But that, too, seems
insufficent: even if one compared, for the first time, the color
of a fruitcake to the color of a newly cleaned Rembrandt,
a metaphor would not thereby be established.
Iconic Signification Theory
The Iconic Signification Theory, proposed in recent
years, grows out of the Comparison theory, but goes
beyond it in an interesting way. According to this third
theory, a metaphor involves a double semantic relationship.
The modifier, which is to be interpreted literally, directs us
(sometimes obliquely) to an object, event, or situation: and
the latter is proposed as an iconic sign of the subject-thing
(an iconic sign, in Peirce's sense, being one that signifies in
virtue of its similarity to what it signifies). The meaning of
the metaphor is obtained by reading off the properties thus
iconically attributed. For instance, when a river is offered as
an iconic sign of time, certain notable features of rivers (for
example,
one- dimensional directionality) are ascribed to time.
Criticisms that have been made of this theory, in which it has
been considered a special case of the Comparison Theory, can
perhaps largely be answered by further refinements of the
theory itself.
Verbal-Opposition Theory
A fourth theory aims to explain metaphor more simply
in terms of an interplay between two levels of meaning. In
many common words and phrases, we can roughly distinguish
two sorts of meaning: (1 ) the central meaning, or meanings -
what is called designation or (in Mill's sense) connotation, and
may be recorded in a dictionary as standard; and (2) the
marginal meaning, consisting of those properties that the
word suggests or connotes (in the literary critic's sense of this
term). Thus,
"conscript"
(adjective) designates the property
of having been ordered into military service; it connotes such
properties as being passive and subordinate, and being under
control of a higher power. When
"conscript"
is applied to the
body (also metaphorically described as "dust") we take the
combination in a double way. First, we recognize that on the
level of literal meaning it is impossible or absurd to speak of
ordering dust into military service. (In some cases, the
metaphor is self-contradictory on this primary level; in other
cases, there is a conflict between properties presupposed by
the subject and modifier, as, for example, that only something
that is conscious can, in the full sense, be given an order.)
Second, we select from the modifier's repertoire of marginal
meaning (and from the nonconflicting part of the central
meaning) those properties that can sensibly be attributed to
the subject-thing, and so read the metaphor as making
that
attribution.
This theory, the Verbal-Opposition Theory, thus rests
upon ( 1 ) a distinction between two levels of meaning, and
(2) the principle that metaphor involves essentially a logical
conflict of central meanings. The first point has been
questioned on certain grounds: for example, whether it is
proper to refer to "marginal
meaning"
as meaning ai all, and
whether the alleged "open
texture"
of language does not
undermine the notion of "central
meaning."
A qualification of
the second p oint has also been shown as being desirable: in
some situations, as in pointing to a building and saying, "That's
a
dump,"
it is not the self-contradictoriness, but the obvious
falsity, of the statement that requires it to be taken
metaphorically. A more fundamental objection (best made by
Paul Henle) is that metaphorical meanings cannot be limited to
already known connotations of a modifier, because metaphor
creates novel senses of words. The Verbal-Opposition Theory
can be altered to allow, for example, that
"conscript"
takes
on new meanings when first conjoined with "dust"; all the
noteworthy properties of dust constitute a potentiality for
metaphorical meaning. Then this theory comes close to the
Iconic Signification Theory.
Philosophy Definitions:
The following is a direct excerpt from
The Encyclopedia of Philosophy
The Uses of Metaphor.
The above discussion gives some indication, however
sketchy, of the important roles that metaphor may play in
the development of language and in poetry. Its cognitive
roles are primarily two. First, metaphor is a convenient,
extraordinarily flexible and capacious device for extending
the resources of language, by creating novel senses of words
for particular purposes and occasions. If there are no words
or snort phrases in English that convey with precision and
conciseness a certain disparaging view of Descarte's dualism,
then "the ghost in the
m chine"
(Gilbert Ryle) may do so.
Second, metaphor is a condensed shorthand, by which a
great many properties can be attributed to an object at
once. When Santayana says that "the mind is a lyric cry
in the midst of
business,"
a number of the features of his
epiphenomenalistic materialism are stated together.
On the other hand, certain dangers appear as the
price that may be paid for these virtues.
First, just because of the metaphor's complexity of
meaning, it is especially susceptible to misunderstanding:
the reader may overlook an important part of what is meant,
or may read into the metaphor something that is not there.
Thus, if a dispute were to arise as to whether the mind is
indeed a lyric cry in the midst of business or whether time
is really a child at play, it would be crucially important, but
extremely difficult, to insure that both parties understood
these statements in the same sense. Second, because the
various properties involved in the marginal meaning of a
word (or its potential marginal meaning, or in the iconic
signification of an object) are of various degrees of
noteworthiness, ranging from the obvious to the subtlest
and most marginal, the meaning of a metaphor trails off at
the edge, so to speak, with diminishing emphasis. This border
indecisiveness is a species of vagueness, and therefore, so
long as the dispute continued in these words, some of the
questions that might arise in a discussion as to whether the
Absolute becomes a fish when it falls into the water would
be unanswereable. Third, because the actual meaning of a
metaphor in a given context consists of those marginal
meanings pushed into prominence, or at least not canceled
out, a metaphor is highly sensitive to its context. Therefore,
as metaphorical terms move through a changing context,
they are highly susceptible to equivocation and cannot safely
be useed in inductive or deductive argument. Suppose all A
are B, and suppose that B are metaphorically C; ir we
conclude that A are metaphorically C, there will probably
be equivocation.
Metaphors used in the course of cognitive enterprises are
frequently guarded, so as to take advantage of their values
without courting their dangers. There are two main forms
of control.
(1 ) If the metaphor is hedged about with protective rules
and auxiliary explanations, it becomes less rich in meaning,
but safer. When Leibniz chooses to describe his monads as
being
"windowless"
but "mirroring" each other, he makes clear
how we are to take these metaphors by using more technical




and so forth). And Santayana's metaphorical
description of the mind is clarified and fixed by the whole
course of his metaphysics.
(2) Although a term may be introduced metaphorically,
for the sake or a new meaning, its metaphorical status can
be negated by appropriate stipulations, and it can become




for example, has a metaphorical origin, since
obviously not everything that happens in the world is
perception. But when he explains that there are
preconscious perceptions, and that perceptions differ in
clarity and distinctness, and that they are all coordinated,
the ordinary sense of
"perception"
is pushed into the
background. The question remains open, of course, as to
whether the ordinary sense of the word is (or should be)
excluded completely.
Philosophy Definitions:
The following is a direct excerpt from
The Encyclopedia of Philosophy
Epistemological Problems.
Metaphor, by the foregoing accounts, is at least a manner
of speaking, andone of considerable scope and importance;
with caution, it can also be said to be a manner or thinking. If
we conceive of philosophy
as a "disease of which it
(philosophy) is the
cure"
(as Herbert Feigl once suggested), or
as the task of "showing the fly the way out of the
fly-bottle"
(Wittgenstein), these figures may not only guide our
subsequent thoughts in certain fruitful directions, but also
lead us into mistaken ideas. But of course the metaphorical
description, as its implications are pursued, can be checked
at each step, and we need not feel committed to all of its
implications merely because it has a general appropriateness.
So the metaphorical description may least misleadingly,
perhaps, be considered as an aid to thought rather than a
special mode of thinking.
A good deal more than this, however, has been meant by
those philosophers who have found in metaphor (and in related
phenomena, to be considered shortly) a distinct logical and
epistemological character. Ernst Cassirer in Language and
Myth (translated by Susanne Longer, New York, 1 946, Ch.




which is the source
of myth and poetry. Philip Wheelwright's The Burning
Fountain (Bloomington, Ind., 1 954. especially Chs. 5 and 6)
treats metaphor as a species of
"plurisignative"
discourse and
defends "the ontological status of radical metaphor. That is
to say, metaphor is a medium of fuller, riper
knowing"
than
is possible in literal (that is, ordinary and scientific) language.
The thesis is that there are two fundamentally different
forms of language, the litereal and the metaphorical, and
that while the former is suited to the expression of empirical
truths, the latter alone is capable of expressing
transempirical, intuitive truths. In one form, this view may
be traced back to those passages in Plato's dialogues in which
Socrates, sometimes with a slight apology, abandons the
mode of discursive argument and turns to speaking of the
soul, or the Idea of Good, or the afterlife, "in a
figure"
-
suggesting that figurative language can somehow outrun
the nonfigurative.
This Double-language thesis has one consequence that
has evoked a great deal of discussion, namely, that if the
two languages are so different, then they are not
intertranslatable: that is. the meaning of metaphorical
attributions must be, in large part, untranslatable into
nonmetaphorical attributions. This is the problem of
paraphrase. Wheelwright and others have argued for
the autonomy and irreducibility of metaphorical language.
Otheres (Urban and Herschberger) have argued that, in
principle, everthing that can be said metaphorically could
also be said literally.
Philosophy Definitions:
The following is a direct excerpt from
The Encyclopedia of Philosophy
Disputed Areas.
A number of problems in four fields of philosophy have
centered on metaphor, or have been connected with it.
Philosophy of mind. Peter Geach, in Mental Acts
(London, 1 957, pp. 75-79), argues that our descriptions of
mental acts are metaphorical. He holds that this is true, not
merely in the (philosophically less interesting) sense that many
of the terms we use for mental acts are etymologically
derived from physical terms (see W. K. Wimsatt, Jr.,
Philosophic Words, New Haven, 1 948), but also in the sense
that our concepts of mental acts are
"analogical"
extensions
of concepts that apply natively to sensible objects, including
utterances. Thus, for example, the concept of "judging that
p"
would involve the extension of the concept of "saying that
p.
"
(This view is closely connected with Geach's theory of
concepts as mental activities and with his rejection of the
abstractionist theory of concepts.) However, it seems that
according to Geach's theory, metaphorical applications of
terms are neither necessary nor sufficient for analogical
extensions of concepts.
Philosophy of science. It has been remarked that
metaphor plays a role in the historical development of
empirical science. In the early stages of a science, terms
may be taken over metaphorically from ordinary language
("field,"
"force"), and protolawlike generalizations may be
stated in metaphorical terms ("Nature abhors a vacuum").
Such transfers are nearly always guarded, the metaphorical
richness being severely cut down by special rules. Thus, for
example, when Darwin, in the Origin of Species (Ch. 3),
introduces the term "struggle for existence in "a large and
metaphorical
sense,"
he immediately gives examples and an
explanation of what he wishes it to cover (for example,
"success in leaving progeny") And although he notes (Ch.4)
that some of the readers of his first edition misunderstood
him by taking "natural
selection"
too literally, he thinks that,
in context, such "metaphorical
expressions"
should be plain
enough. In time, scientific metaphors are either reduced to
literatness (dead metaphors), or replaced by technical
neologisms. "Perhaps every science must start with
metaphor and end with algebra; and perhaps without the
metaphor there would never have been any
algebra,"
as Max
Black writes in Models and Metaphors (Ithaca, N.Y., 1962,
p. 242). Sometimes, of course, the transition may take some
time, and there is the danger of being misled-as Freud may
have been misled by his personification of the parts of the
self (see H. Nash, "Freud and Metaphor").
The issue of the function of metaphor in the development
of science has been related to the question of the usefulness
of models in science (see Black, op. c/f). Duhem argued in
The Aim and Structure of Physical Theory (translated by
Philip Wiener, Princeton, N.J., 1954) that models have no
justification but "the pleasure of the imagination." A model
can be thought of as a kind of controlledmetaphor, but a
statement like "Electricity is a
fluid"
is probably best
understood either as a simile ("Electricity behaves, in some
ways, like a fluid") or as a suggestive analogy (Electricity
can be treated os though it were a fluid").
Philosophy of religion. The epistemological Droblems
of metaphor appear at the heart of the study of religious
language. The attempt to express the otherworldly in terms
drawn from this world is manifested in Biblical figures ("The
Lord is my shepherd"), in parable, and
in the imagery of the
mystics. Recently, the tendency has been to bring together
metaphor, symbol, and myth under the same general
heading.
And if they are all species, or aspects, of the some
general
striving for a transcendental or supernatural mode
of
expression, then the issues of whether metaphors are
meaningful, whether tbey are fransempirical, and whether
they are paraphrasable are bound to
reappear in the
philosophy of religion.
One attempt to resolve these issues is to be found in the
Thomistic doctrine of analogy. According to St. Thomas, a
few abstract negative terms (such as
"eternal." "simple,"
and
"immaterial") can be univocally predicated or God. But since
God is beyond genus and species, any positive concrete terms
(such as
"wise"
and "good") must be predicated of him
analogically. Analogical predication is grounded on the
analogy ofbeing-the principle that since God is the cause
of the good in each genus, he can be called by the name of
the perfection of these goods. Besides the "analogy of
attribution"
which is justified by the analogy of being, St.
Thomas also recognizes an "analogy of
proportion,"
which is
to be understood as a comparison (God is to man as the
shepherd is to his sheep).
The Thomistic analogy of being was split apart by
Barthianism, with its attack on all natural theology, and
post-Barthion theories of theological language reflect the
Double-Language theory. For Barth, all theological statements
are metaphorical, but they can be interpreted only after the
word of God has spoken to the interpreter. Paul Tillich
defended the view that religious language is
"symbolic,"
and that in fact all statements about God has spoken to the
interpreter. Paul Tillich defended the view that religious
language is
"symbolic,"
and that in fact all statements about




(see his Systematic Theology, vol. i,
Chicago, 1 951 , Parts ii and iiB). More recently, ne said
that even those are "metaphoric
names,"
and he dassified
metaphorical descriptions of God ("The Lord is my shepherd")
as a form of "secondary religious
symbolism."
F.W. Dillistone





in Christianity and Symbolism
(London, 1955, Ch. 1. pp. 160, 179, 273).
The important concept of myth, which has figured
prominently in twentieth-century discussion, has also been
connected with that of metaphor: a myth can be roughly
described as an extended metaphor, and its accompanying
ritual as a dramatized figure or speech. Even Rudolf
Bultmann, who proposes to
"demythologize"
New Testament
theology, has argued that myth is an expression of man's
conception of the universe and of his place in it.
Ontology. The use of metaphor in metaphysical inquiry
has long been the subject of dispute among philosophers.
We can detect a certain uneasiness in
Simplicius'
report of
Anaximander's theory that things "suffer punishment and
make reparation to one another for their injustice according
to the order of time, as he says in somewhat poetical
language"
[Physics 24, 13). The rise of science in the
seventeenth century, with its demand for clear and vigorous
expression, brought this suspiciousness toward poetical
language to its highest pitch. One of the seven reasons given
by Hobbes why "there can be nothing so absurd, but may be
found in the boob of
philosophers"
is "the use of metaphors,
tropes and other rhetorical figures, instead of words
proper"
[Leviathan, Part I, Ch. 5). And Locke emphatically numbered
among the abuses of language "figurative speeches,
and
allusion"
[Essay, III, x, 34; cf. II, xi,2). As Colin Turbayne
points out in The Myth ofMetaphor (New Haven, 1 962,
p. 1 2), metaphor seems easily subsumable under Ryle's
definition of "category-mistake": "the presentation of the
facts of one category in the idioms appropriate to
another*
(The Concept ofMind, London, 1 949, p. 8) Turbayne's book
is itself an extended attack on the way philosophers let
metaphors turn into myths.
On the other hand, a number of philosophers, from Plato
through the German romantics to the present, may be
counted among the defenders of metaphor. After his remark
that "whenever anything lives, there is, open somewhere,
a register in which time is being inscribed, Bergson adds,
"This, it will be said, is only a metaphor.-lt is orthe very
essence of mechanism, in tact, to consider as metaphorical
every expression which attributes to time an effective
action
and a reality of its own: [Creative Evolution, translated by
Arthur Mitchell, New York, 191 1, p. 16). This is an
interesting variation on the Double-Language view: it suggests
that there is a language of mechanism and a wholly distinct
language of the elan vital. Stephen Peper, in Wond
Hypotheses (Berkeley, 1942, p. 91; cf. p. 96), has
presented what he terms a "root
metaphor"
theory of
world- hypotheses": that there are four basic ontological
systems, each derived from a "basic analogy or root
metaphor."
Dorothy M. Emmett has argued, in The Nature
ofMetaphysical Thinking (London, 1949. pp. 5, 197-198),
that "metaphysics is an analogical way of
thinking"
which
generalizes from "some form of intellectual or spiritual
relationship"
judged to be significant. More recently,
Douglas Berggren has argued that "metaphysics must be
vitally metaphorical"; that is, it must preserve the
"stereoscopic"
vision necessary to creative thought, if it is
to overcome such puzzling dualisms as mind-body, without
losing the identity of the terms.
It seems clear that, in its first appearance at least, any
universal ontological statement must involve a synecdoche,
for any interesting word that is applied to everything must
be one that has already acquired a usage in which the word is











"All events are actual
occasions,"
extend the part
metaphorically to the whole. From this point of view, such
statements raise metaphilosophical questions as to whether
they can claim meaning as essentially untranslatable
"insights,"
or whether they can be recast by the
metaphysician as literal technical statements, without
losing theirmeaning.
Psychology Definitions:
5 Categories of Metaphoric Mapping:






5) Conceptual Predicate Category
1) Inappropriate Response: These are
interpretations that do not make a mapping
from
vehicle to topic (e.g., "maybe the shirt laid over
a rock") or that violate the semantics of the topic
'e.g.,"It would mean it was a rock carved out
ike a shirt.")
2) Identity Category: corresponds to a low level
metaphoric mapping. ..the facet selected from the
vehicle is mapped onto the topic without any
change of meaning, (e.g., "The shirt was
hard.")-
for a response to be scored as an identity, the
mapped facet(s) must be potentially be
compatible with the semantics of the topic.
3) Analogy Category : Intermediate level of
metaphoric mapping. The vehicle facet changes
in sense as they apply from vehicle to topic.
This change represents an accomodation of the
vehicle facets to the semantics of the topic as
in, "My shirt might be
stiff."
in this response, the
vehicle facet has been altered slightly to be
more accomodating to the topic.
In an analogy
mapping, the vehicle facet and the (semantically
different) topic facet it maps are subsumed by
a higher level, generic facet; for this ex: the
generic facet would be a tendency not to yield.
Mapping
-
refers to some sort of mental
transformation that the person applies to the
selected vehicle facet to accommodate it to
the semantics of the topic.Metaphoric mappings
vary as to the degree of transformation in the
vehicle meaning.
Given the statement "My sister was a
rock."
1. a response addressing "physical
Hardness"
in
the sister (e.g., "She was hard, like if you felt her
hand you couldn't squish it or anything") involves




sister (e.g., "She was unyielding, she had a hard
personality.")
3.a further degree of transformation is evidenced
by an instatiation or conceptualization of the
mapped facet in terms relevant to the topic but
not to the vehicle (e.g., "The sister was mean").
4. Predicate Category
- involves an elaboration
of the mapped facets by means of a concept
or an instatiation that is relevant to the topic but
not to the vehicle. A first level of predication
(the experiential predicate) involves description
of a topic relevant
instance.- for example: "The
shirt might have went stiff it you left it outside
when it was wet in the
winter."
in this response,
the subject relates a topic-relevant example of
how a shirt could come to have the mapped
facet. Such a response is cued by the gereric
facet (e.g.,tendency not to yield) but it moves
beyond simple description of this genereic facet
(i.e, beyong the simple description of this generic
facet (i.e., Deyond the analogy level) to describe
a situation fairly unique to the domain of shirts.
5) Conceptual Predicate Category
- A highter
level of predication. At this level, the elaboration
is made in terms of a topic-relevant concept, tha
is, in terms of a type of the topic as in "The shirt
was
starchy." "Starchy"
is a concept that is
properly based on the generic facet to describe
a type of shirt that could possess the facet.
Facets - are semantic aspects of the vehicls
referent (e.g. "physical hardness", for rock)
Mapping Operators
-
are kinds of mental
transformations, the subject may apply to




"Developmental vs. Language based factors in
Metaphor
Interpretation."
"There is a small amount of differential research
that also implicates linguistic factors in metaphor
understanding. Whyte (1983) examined metaphor
interpretations of adults who were either normal
readers or poor readers. She found no group
differences in ability to provide appropriate
interpretations but did find differences in the level
of language used. Normal readers were more
likely to use abstract/ psychological referents in
their interpretations, whereas poor readers more
frequently used concrete/ sensory
referents."
"Recent research within a neo-piagetian
framework has attempted to uncover factors
that may underlie social class differences in
cognitive performances. A central theoretical
variable in this approach is the concept of a
developmentally increasing Mental Capacity,
that is, a general mental
-
processing resource,
a mental-attentional energy that can be used to
boost the activation of task-relevant schemes
(knowledge structures) that are not sufficiently
activated Dy the situation (Johnson et al., 1989;
Pascual-Leone, 1970,1984,1987). In simple
terms, mental capacity corresponds to the
number of separate pieces of infromation, not
directly activated by the input, that the subject
can actively keep in mind at any on time...
within the neo-Piagetian theory proposed by
pascual-Leone, mental capacity is seen as
increasing maturationally, independent of
experience to the extent that a task is a pure
measure of mental capacity, one would expect
perfomance differences to result from age but
not from other group factors.
Psychology Definitions:
Piaget Theory of Child Development:
Sensorimotor is from Birth to 2 years (No
abstract thinking)
Preoperational is from 2 years to 5 years
(abstract thinking is governed by personal view
of world)
Concrete Operational is 5 years to 1 2 years
(abstract logical thinkers)





- Children lose the ability
to think and act metaphorically a they mature,
they might need to be reintroduced to metaphoic
modes of thinking. The Hierarchy of Access is an
ordered scheme that reflects the ease of
acceptance of thinking metaphorically
to a rationlally dominant culture.
Symbolic Metaphoric Mode
Synergic Comparative Metaphoric Mode
Integrative Metaphoric Mode
Inventive Metaphoric Mode
Symbolic Metaphoric Mode - Symbolic Metaphor
exists whenever a symbol, whether Abstact or
Visual is substituted for some object, process or
condition.
Left Hemisphere: = Abstract = letters of
alphabet, numberals, math symbols, and other
technical images
Right Hemisphere = Visual = trademarks, some
roadsigns. logos and many map marks, Egyptian
pictographs, native American petroglyphs.
Synergic Comparative Metaphoric Mode - exists
wnen two or more objects, processes, conditions
are compared in such a way that the elements
combine to become more than either was before.
Synergy
-
whole is greater that the sum of its
parts
Externality (person still detached or outside of
object)
ex. Eskimos in World War II fixed aircraft thinking
that the planes were alive. This was an
Anthropomorphic experience as the exkimos
treated the plane as if it mimicked human lifesigns.
Integrative Metaphoric Mode - occurs when
physical and phychic attributes of person involved
are extended into direct experience with objects,
processes and conditions outside themselves.
Inventive Metaphoric Mode - whenever a person
creates a new evel of awareness of knowing as




The following outline of the Synectics process is
the basis for putting into practice the various
phases of Synectics theory:
phase 1: Problem as Given
phase 2: Making the Strange Familiar
phase 3: Problem as Understood
phase 4: Operation Mechanisms
phase 5: The Familiar Made Strange
phase 6: Psychological States
phase 7: States Integrated with Problem
phase 8: ViewPoint
phase 9: Solution or Research Target
Problem as Given:
For the sake of clarity and simplicity we will
assume that the problem is given. The process
in the instance where a problem must first be
developed is much the same, except that it is
loner and somewhat more complicated. The
problem as given is the statement of the problem
to those responsible for its solution. The statement
may turn out to be an accurate description of the
state of affairs or it may hide and confuse the
basic question. It always implies a labyrinth of
interconnected assumptions which may or may
not be correct. In the roof example the problem
as given was to invent a new roof.
Making the Strange Familiar:
Any problem, no matter how old a chestnut, is
strange in the sense that concentrated analysis
will uncover elements not previously revealed.
In this phase, it is not important to resolve
contrary elements so much as to bring them out
into the open. In the roof example making the
strange familiar took the form of analysis which
revealed the functions as well as the drawbacks
of traditional roofs.
Problem as Understood:
Profound and determined analysis leads to
this phase where the various atomistic bits of
information about a problem are isolated for
examination. This phase concludes the digestion
of the problem as given. In the roof example,
the problem as understood was to invent a roof
that would change from white to black anc vice
versa depending on ambient heat and sunlight.
Operational Mechanisms:
Analogies (metaphors) are developed which
are relative to (and evoked by) the problem
as understood. This phase pushes and pulls the
problem as understood out of its rigid form of
impregnable regularity into a form that offers
some conceptual fingerholds. These finger-holds
open up the problem as understood. In the roof
example the actual mechanism was Direct
Analogy- the flounder. However, in a typical
Synectics session the mechanisms are
interrelated, one leading to another.
The Familiar Made Strange:
In this phase the mechanisms have done their
iob and the problem as understood is seen as
foreign. It takes on an interesting cast as
though never seen before. In the roof example
the analogy of the flounder forced the group
to consider a roof in a strange new way-as
though it were a flounders back.
Psychological States:
At last the mind's attitude toward the problem
as understood attains the states of involvement,
detachment, deferment, speculation and
commonplace-ness which Synectics theory
believes describes the psychological climate
most conducive to creative activity. In the roof
example the particular states brought into being
by the mechanisms were involvement (with the
flounder) and deferment from the immediate, from
the familiar roof as known, and from solution too
soon.
States Integrated with Problem:
Once the states have been reached through
the mechanisms, the most pertinent analogy is
conceptually compared with the problem as
understood. In this phase the problem as
understood is liberated from its old rigid form.
Viewpoint:
Looking at a roof as though it were a flounder's
back and being able to develop a technical
insight into a roof which would solve the problem
as understood
- this describes the viewpoint
phase concretely. Each time that analogies
derived from the use of mechanisms are
compared with the problem as understood,
then the viewpoint is actual. In the roof
example the viewpoint resulting from seeing the
roof as a flounder's back did in fact lead toa
technical insight about how a roof could be
made to change from white to black at the
proper intervals
Solution or Research Target:
In this phase the viewpint is reduced to practice
in terms of testing the underlying principle, or
the viewpint may become the subject of further
research. The activity in this phase depends on
whether the viewpoint implies the mere
reintegration of known materials in a new way
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1 . Subject being Discussed:
Coiner's Blue Eagle
2. Metaphorical Statement:
"The United States Economy
is a Blue
Eagle"
3. Type of Metaphor:
Verbal and Visual
Verbal: "The Blue Eagle is a strong, United
States
economy."
Also, the NRA logo and
the
"U.S."
type are literal, verbal metaphors
for higher institutions.
Visual: (see diagram to the left) The
visual component is a blue eagle holding a
mechanical cog in one claw, and lightning
bolts in the other. The wings of the eagle
are spread as if in flight, or a display or
strength, (almost supporting the NRA logo
above it).
1 . Iconic Aspects:
Eagle: strong, powerful force of nature
Mechanical Cog: machinery, economic
strength
Ligntning Bolts: energetic, quick
2. Symbolic Aspects:
Eagle: national symbol for the United States
of America, symbolizes freedom (air),
power and strength
Mechanical Cog: symobizes unity, industry,
symmetry and coordinated effort
Lignting Bolts: symbolizes energy, speed,
tremendous power and effect
4. Psychological Breakdown:




What is being said? What are the hidden
meanings, or semantic aspects of a Blue
Eagle?
Topic: = freedom, bird, predator, flight,
claws, control, leader, powerful
Vehicle: wealth, personal success,
possessions, happiness, father figure
5. Transformative Statement
a) literal:
"the Blue Eagle is national
success"
b)psychological:
"the Blue Eagle is national
happiness"
cjlnstantiation or Conceptualization:
"the Blue Eagle is
powerful"
6. Synectic Approach
a) Direct: direct comparison
Is there a direct comparison? Does the
Blue Eagle resemble, look like, feel like,
etc. the United States of America?
b) Symbolic: use of symbols or objective
substitutions for objects, processes or
conditions.
Blue Eagle = NRA = USA = US citizens,
(reinforced by "we do our part") Text is
literally symbolic of the institutions (US,NRA)
7. Hierarchy of Access
a) Symbolic Metaphoric Mode:
Example:
Mechanical Cog is substituted for industry
b) Synergic/Comparative Mode:
Example:
Mechanical Cog and Eagle together
represent American Industry and/or
American people working in unity
c) Integrative Metaphoric Mode:
Example:
Overall message of metaphoric components
creates the message that the individual
looking at the poster is a part of the
metaphor; the eagle becomes the individual
American rather than the Nation, with the
mechanical cog representing unity
of
actiona and purpose, with the ligntning
bolts symbolizing immediacy and efficacy.
8. Evaluaton of Analysis
This poster was created with powerful
metaphoric symbols. Each visual and verbal
component of the poster work together to
emphasize the message intended: "America
can be strong economically,
with the
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